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Down again?

ASUSU discusses change
in current drop policy
DouGSMEATH

SeniorNews Writer

Students who drop a course
late in the semester may soon
face a drop fee for each unwanted class, as the current superdrop policy is under review.
The Associated Students of
Utah State University Executive
Council discussed a proposed
change in the current superdrop
policy at its meeting Tuesday
night.
The policy, which currently
punishes late droppers by noting
excessive drops on their transcripts, is being reviewed by
ASUSU President Nate Anderson
said Vice President of Student
Services Pat Terrell and Associate
Vice President Lynn Poulsen.
The superdrop policy has
been controversial, and most
council members expressed
approval of changing the policy.
"Frankly, I don't like the
(superdrop) system myself,"
Anderson said.
However, many Council members fear the proposed fees are
too high.
"I felt the fee was excessive,"
Anderson said. "I don't think
those numbers are really fair."
Under the proposed policy,
students dropping courses
between the fifth and 15th day
after classes start would be
assessed a $30 fee for each
course. After that, each drop
would cost $50.
Anderson said the money ·
would go into the ASUSU scholarship fund.
"It's not a revenue-generating
mechanism for th~ university,"
he said.
He said the intention is not to
raise money for the scholarship
fund but to deter students from
dropping too many courses too
often.
Still, he said a smaller fee
would serve the same purpose,
only more fairly.
"Jt seems to me that using a

financial fee is not a good idea
because it discriminates against·
students who can't afford the
fees, ASUSU Student Advocate
Matt Malouf said.
Council members who
approve of changing the superdrop policy to a fee system disagree, but most say fees should
be lower and more flexible.
"I think that students have a
right to drop for certain reasons
up to (the drop) date," ASUSU
Athletics Vice President Sam
Winward said. "That's why it
exists."
Others worried that students
with legitimate reason" fnr drooping, such as serious illness or
incorrect advising, would be
forced to pay for something that
wasn't their fault.
In fact, some said dropping
classes is often a good idea.
"You'd be smart to realize,
'Hey, I bit off more than I can
chew,'" College of Science
Senator David Duke said.
However, Academics Vice
President Emily Croshaw said
teachers want some kind of drop
policy so they can plan group
work and other aspects of curriculum without dealing with
constantly changing enrollment.
Anderson said the council will
continue to discuss the issueand
will make a recommendation to
Terrell and Poulsen. He said he
hopes nothing will be done without a vote from the council.
The council only voted on one
issue at Tuesday's meeting.
Because two members have class
until 5:45 p.m., the meeting time
was officially changed to 5:48.
Anderson said he had a new
year's resolution to start meetings promptly, and in order to
start on time without having
latecomers , the time was
changed .
Despite joking and laughter
from council members who felt
5:48 was too specific, the motion
passed unanimously.

Faculty
Senate
discusses
changes
in
university
studies,
parking
for2000
impose a $10 annual registration
fee for any private vehicle that is
parked on campus even once.
Previously, community memWith the arrival of a new millennium, the Utah State
bers visiting campus to attend
an art exhibit or academic lecUniversity Faculty Senate is
ready for some changes at USU. ture, tor example, could park in
free parking on the perimeter of
"The new year came," USU
campus, Parking and
President George H. Emert said.
"We're here - somehow or
Transportation Services Director
Lisa Leishman said.
another, despite the dire predicThe new registration fee
tions some people made:
would be required in these lots,
At its monthly meeting
doing away with any free parkMonday, the Senate voted unaning.
imously to accept and review
~we're one of only a couple
reports from the Parking and
universities in America with any
Transportation Advisory
free parking," Terrell said.
Committee and the Educational
In order to avoid fining onePolicies Committee that includtime visitors who are unaware of
ed plans for changes to such
the new policy, Leishman said
things as free parking and uniParking hopes to obtain handversity studies requirements.
held ticketing devices that would
The Senate also unanimously
tell whether a vehicle had been
accepted reports from the
cited before .
Strategic Planning Committee,
For first-time offenses, only a
the Council on Teacher
warning would be issued, she
Education and the Research
said.
Council.
Terrell said she hopes the
The Parking and
future will also hold a new parkTransportation Advisory coming terrace for the university,
mittee hopes to bring an end to
probably near Old Main Hill.
free parking on campus, said
The proposed changes in uniUSU Vice President of Student
versity studies requirements
Services Patricia Terrell, who
would require students to take
also serves as the chair of the
one more breadth course, but
committee.
The committee is a council of probably won't actually result in
students being required to take
student and faculty representaany more classes, Educational
tives who do not make parking
Policies Committee Chair Craig
policy but advise university
Petersen said.
administrators who make the
final decisions, Terrell said.
Jumpto fAcuITT.
Page3
Terrell said the proposal is to
DOUG SMEATH

SeniorNews Writer

Freshman Heather Parker readsa bookwhile wai!ingfor the registrationcomputersto ~omebackonline Tuesdail' Many students spent most of the day trying to

get c~s.

Both IBM and SCT, the makersof the regzstratwnsystems, were calledto helpfigure out what was causingthe system'sfailure.

Computer failures cause long lines, frustration
VICKY CAMPBELL

News Editor

The word of the first week of
the semester for many Utah
State University students has
been: AAAAAAAARGH!
With the
USU computer system failing
sporadically since Jan. 4, registration and cashier lines as well as
computer labs have been full of
antsy students wondering what is
going on.
The answer? Nobody is quite
certain, but Computer Services is
working like mad to find out.
"The problem has been relat-

ed to the student information
system and the mainframe," registrar David Roos said. ·we were
not able to handle the load of
students accessing the system
and it crashed."
The problem is software-related, according to Barbara White,
dean and chief information officer for Information and Learning
Resources and Kim Marshall,
associate director of Computer
Services.
The university purchased software, called CICS8, in October,
Marshall said. Because it was
purchased after the registration

Registration system

and tuition payment rush, it was
never forced to handle a full
load, he said. Thus, it was never
fully tested. And, the real crunch
comes during the last few days of
fee payment, he said. Add to the
scenario the fact that the holidays resulted in more students
paying their tuition toward the
end of the payment window, and
there is a massive amount of
information to process.
However, the problem doesn't
exactly lie in the amount of
information or the number of
transactions, but somewhere in
the type of transactions being

processed, White and Marshall
said.
According to them, the system
is designed with a central processor called the transaction manager, which is responsible for
accepting information from terminals at places such as the
Registration Office and Cashier
Office.
It also accepts information
from the QUAD program via
phones and the Internet. So,
when it goes down, everything
goes down.

Jumpto CoMl'UTERS.Page3
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Gore asks for $ISOM to figJhtAIDS
UNITED NATIONS (AP) With AIDS the No. 1 killer in
sub-Saharan Africa, killing 10
times more Africans than war,
Vice President Al Gore pledged
Monday to put the continent's
AIDS crisis on the world's security agenda and outlined a new
U.S. effort to fight the epidemic.
Presiding over the first
Security Council meeting to
address a health issue, Gore
announced that the White
House has asked Congress for
$150 million for vaccine
research and prevention programs in Africa and said the
White House will convene a
meeting of business leaders in
Africa to start developing prevention programs in the workplace.
"We tend to think of a threat
to security in terms of war and

peace," Gore said in the first
speech by a U.S. vice president
to the 15-member body. "Yet no
one can doubt that the havoc
wreaked and the toll exacted by
HIV/ AIDS do threaten our
security."
AIDS is now the leading
killer in sub-Saharan Africa, a
region where poverty and wars
have already taken a heavy toll.
In 1998. 200.000 people died as
a result of armed conflicts in
Africa, compared to about 2.2
million from AIDS.
U.S. Ambassador Richard
Holbrooke scoffed at reporters'
suggestions that Gore was using
his U.N. appearance to further
his campaign for the
Democratic nomination for
president.
"None of what he's doing
here today has any direct

impact on the present phase of
the primary season. which is
intense and being conducted in
two states which are far away
from here," Holbrooke said.
He added that the Clinton
administration has approached
several members of Congress
about the request for the extra
$150 million in the proposed
budget and that "support has
been quite strong."
Several African ministers of
health addressed the open
meeting. thanking Gore for the
pledge of new money and
describing in detail how desperately it was needed.
Namibia's health minister,
Dr. Libertine Amathila, said
AIDS was devastating his country's economy, robbing families
of breadwinners and children of
their parents.

"It is immoral that the worst
affected continent has the lowest access to care," she said, urging wealthy countries make
drugs to treat those infected
with HIV available at prices
Africans can afford.
She cited statistics from
UNAIDS, a Geneva-based organization of epidemiologists and
statisticians who study AIDS,
that show only $165 million was
spent on AIDS prevention in
Africa in 1996, while estimates
suggest that between $800 million and $2.5 billion a year is
needed.
"It is worth pondering how
the international community
successfully mobilized hundreds
of billions of dollars over the
last few years to minimize the

Jmnp
toAIDS.Page18
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WorldGLANce
> Panelmovesto eliminate
the useof
'squaw'
in naming
geographic
locations
HELENA,Mont. (AP)- A committee working to rid Montana
of the word "squaw" in geographic names has made its first recommendation, involving a mountain road just south of Helena.
Squaw Gulch should become Wakina Sky Gulch, said the
Advisory Committee on House Bill 412, adopting a proposal by a
group of Indian school children. The recommendation will be
sent on to the U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
The committee headed by Rep. Carol Juneau, D-Browning, is
considering new names for 74 locations statewide that are
labeled with "squaw." The word is a vulgarity for Indian women,
Juneau told legislators last year when she sponsored the namechange bill.
She said Tuesday it will take a couple of years for the committee to recommend names for the 74 sites, including meadows, mountains, valleys and streams.
If the Board on Geographic Names endorses the changes proposed by the Montana committee, renamings will advance to
the office of Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, for final action .
Selection of Wakina Sky Gulch for the road near Helena was
decided by the state panel Friday, after children in the Wakina
Sky Learning Circle and Library proposed the name.
Loosely translated from the language of the Salish Indians,
Wakina Sky means "beautiful red sunrise," said Marcia Dias, codirector of the organization, an after-school program.
Dias said the children suggested about a dozen names for the
road. Before making their selection, they bicycled to the gulch in
October, to familiarize themselves with it.

> fordsayselectric
vehicles
arecoming
soon

7
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DETROIT (AP)- Ford Motor Co., the company that put the
world on wheels powered by gasoline, will soon sell a plasticbody car, a golf cart and bicycles - all driven by electricity.
The electric vehicles will be sold under the brand name
Think, which will become the company's home for vehicles powered by anything other than internal combustion engines. Th!nk
will also serve as a research center for Ford.
"The idea of Th!nk is to work on vehicles and technology
that's a little more out there,'' Ford president and CEO Jae
Nasser said Monday.
Ford showed off the Th!nk line, named for a Norwegian electric car company that Ford bought a year ago, during previews
for the North American International Auto Show. The show
opens to the public on Saturday.
The Th!nk City is a small plastic-bodied, hatchback car that
can travel 55 miles, though it is currently available only in
Norway. Forti will introduce a version in about two years and
could not offer an estimated cost.
' The Think Neighbor is a golf cart-like open vehicle for use in
closed communities, with speed limited to 25 mph and an estimated price of $6,000.
The two bicycles will have ranges of up to 30 miles, and will
cost $1,000 to $1,200.
While several automakers have built electric vehicles, none
has had much success because of their high cost, limited range
and long recharge times. GM sold only 137 of its futuristic EVl
coupes last year. Ford sells electric versions of its Ranger pickups,
but mostly to governments and businesses.
Nasser said that while Th!nk might not be a major source of
revenue for Ford, it still makes good business sense because it
will meet consumer demand for alternative products and help
develop new technologies.

> fourFortEustissergeants
facesexcharges
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NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (AP)- Four Army staff sergeants three men and one woman - face court-martial in a sexual
misconduct case involving trainees.
The four, charged Monday, were based at Fort Eustis, where
they trained soldiers in such skills as truck driving and aviation
maintenance.
Among those charged was instructor Leroy Barnwell, 26,
accused of making a false statement and inappropriate advances
toward female students; drill sergeant Reginald Blanding, 32,
accused of obstruction and sodomy; and instructor Julio
Jaramillo, 27, accused of obstruction of justice, indecent acts and
sodomy.
Drill sergeant Diane Cooper, 28, was charged with making a
false statement and forgery. She is accused of wrongfully having
a personal relationship with a student she married two weeks
after training ended and lying to investigators about it.
All four were charged with violating a regulation that governs
the relationship between permanently assigned personnel and
soldiers who are on base for training. Military code forbids even
consensual sexual relations between trainers and trainees.
Barnwell and Ms. Cooper face a maximum sentence of a badconduct discharge and six months confinement.
Blanding and Jaramillo could be sentenced to 36 years and 33
years, respectively, and dishonorable discharges.

> Cosmo
covergetscensored
'byKroger
CINCINNATI (AP)- Kroger, the nation's largest grocery
chain, will cover up Cosmopolitan magazine at checkout stands
because of complaints about headlines like "Sex Tricks He's
Never Seen Before" and "20 Earth-Quaking Moves That Will
Make Him Plead for Mercy - and Beg for More."
Spokesman Gary Rhodes said Tuesday that all of the company's stores are installing racks this month that will cover up
everything but the magazine's name.
Kroger operates 2,268 grocery stores and about 800 convenience stores in 31 states under the names Kroger, Fred Meyer,
Ralphs, Smith's, King Soopers, Dillon, Fry's, Food 4 Less and
Quality Food Centers.
The decision was hailed by Morality in Media, a New York
organization that has been pressuring the nation's supermarket
chains to remove or cover magazines with "lurid sexual content"
from checkout aisles.
Kroger said customers complained more about the words on
the cover than about the picture, which is usually of a woman '
with deep cleavage.
King Soopers, Colorado's biggest supermarket chain, will
install the blinders at all 81 stores this week, said Dave Savage,
King Soopers vice president for retail sales in Colorado.
"We have had to pull Cosmo many times because the cover
was not fit for the checkout area," where children would see it,
Savage said.
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> Travel
Study
andBRI
announce
tourschedule
Utah State University's Travel Study
and Bear River Institute programs
have just released their 2000 program
calendar in which participants can
take advantage of more then 28 outdoor-educational experiences and
travel study opportunities between
February and October.
The Bear River Institute and Travel
Utah Tours offer year-round miniadventures ranging from one to 10
days in length. focusing on local history. ecology,folklore and the natural
world. Longer travel study tours are
also available.
For more information, contact USU
Conference Services at (800) 538-2663
or (435) 797-0425 or stop by the USU
Eccles Conference Center Room 103.

> A-Team
applications

currently
beingaccepted

Like many other Utah State University students, Lindsey Anderson and JasonBrown (in line) find that registrationby phone and the QUAD don't go unaffectedby the problemswith the regis-

tration server. Lines formed anywhere there was a phone or computer that could be used to add or drop classesTuesday.

found the problem and it doesn't
fix anything," Marshall said.
Continuedfrom Page 1
White said she realizes frustration levels are extremely high,
White and Marshall said the
but with technology there isn't
problems arise within this sysalways an easy solution.
tern when it receives a certain
·we can't just go in and
type of transaction. For example. always just switch a button to fix
Monday the system had probit." she said. ·u takes a whole lot
!ems when the registration office of deduction."
was attempting to update a
And, with anywhere from
more-than-3-year-old transcript,
10,000 to 14,000 transactions an
, . Marshall said.
hour (about 167 to 233 per secWhen the system receives a
ond) going through the system
transaction it doesn't like. it
during peak times, there are
shuts down and has to be
huge pileups when things go
rebooted. This usually takes
wrong, Marshall said.
about 5 minutes, Marshall said.
However, because the system
There is someone constantly
is failing so much, students·
watching for shutdowns to get
courses were not dropped last
the system up and running as
night as they usually are if fees
soon as possible, Marshall said.
haven't been paid.
But. there are probably 100
So. classes that y;ere_fu!L_
differen~ typ(tsd t,~acUQmi?'! ::" r,T~~qtel~\:>ly,~i,11~
and the only way to find out t , todayrMarshall .sakt ·:
which i6>taeptoblmp is td 1qrn;:,Ho? "i.fhedrfbMLQOOII
rrttH~t of I
through a~umpi er hisfory of· · data: but dropping of classes is a
transactions. Marshall said.
big concern," Roos said. "The
Right now Computer Services cashier's office has been trying to
is working with IBM and SCT.
accommodate students by not
the software vendors, to do just
purging classes overnight."
that.
But that's not a huge consola"We keep thinking we've
tion for students who waited in

COMPUTERS

City of Logan to examine
the definition of 'family'
LEAH l. CULLER

Assistant News Editor

A proposed redefining of
terms in Logan's land development code could be bad news
for many Utah State University
students living in homes in
Logan.
Currently, traditional families related by blood, adoption
or marriage or three unrelated
people and their children are
allowed to live in homes in traditional neighborhoods.
The stipulations on groups
living in single-family zones
could soon be changed to allow
only two unrelated adults and
their children.
The proposed definition,
derived in part from a Supreme
Court ruling, describes a family
in a traditional neighborhood
as "living and cooking together
· as a single housekeeping unit."
Technically. a pair of college
students wouldn't necessarily fit
the definition if they don't cook
together or live as a single

fACULlY
Continuedfrom Page1
Currently, university studies
require a student to take one
class designated as a breadth
course from each of five areas.
This excludes the college of a
student's major.
The new requirements would
mean a student must take six
breadth courses, including one
from his or her major college.
However. Petersen said this
shouldn't increase a student's
class load.
"It was frankly to make us
look comparable to other
schools in our general education program," he said. "It's a
program similar to other Utah
schools. whose general educa-

housekeeping unit.
Assistant City Attorney
Kymber Housely said it would
be difficult to enforce this, however.
Community Development
Director Eric Toll said neighborhoods are concerned about how
the character of the neighborhood is affected when a home
changes from owner-occupied
to a rental unit.
According to Toll, rentals
often have more occupants
than allowed by ordinance. A
change in policy would significantly affect the rental market.
The city will hold a public
hearing on the proposal to
redefine what makes up a family Thursday.
The hearing will begin as
soon as the city finishes other
business, and will start no sooner than 7:30 p.m. The hearing
will be held in City Hall, 225 N.
Main St. in Logan. The public is
invited and encouraged to
attend to voice its concern
about this issue.

tion requirements look as if
they involve more credits."
In most majors, students are
already required to take at least
one class for graduation that is
also considered a breadth
course. This course would count
as a major requirement as well
as a breadth credit under the
new system. Petersen said.
In majors that currently
require no classes that have
been tagged as breadth courses,
Petersen said department heads
would be allowed to pick one of
their required courses to be designated as a breadth course.
He said the new program
would also separate breadth
and depth requirements. making it easier for transfer students to fulfill their university
studies.

long lines for more than an hour
Tuesday.
·1 get in and then it shuts
down," said Lindsey Andersen. a
USU student who spent all day
trying to register. She said she
waited in line, gave up and then
tried the QUAD system. but
nothing worked.
In fact, due to the nature of
the system. when the computers
are down there is no alternative.
So, if the QUAD isn't working
the terminals at both the
Registration and Cashier offices
are down. too.
"The students aren't the only
ones frustrated. It's frustrating
for those of us in the
Registration Office."said David
Roos, director of Enrollment
Services.
Roos said several tempwary
employees were hired for the
busy season and are now stuc
doing filing work when the sys
tern goes down.
"We're trying to deal with it
quickly and we realize the big
impact this has had on students,"
Roos said. "It's frustrating for
everyone and we're trying to get
it resolved as quickly as possible."

Applications for the A-Team are
being accepted through Jan. 25. For an
employment "pink sheet," go to the
Taggart Student Center room 106.
Information sessions about the ATeam will be held today and tomorrow from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in TSC
Room 225.

> Drum
anddance

workshop
to be held

David Roos, registrarfor the RegistrationOffice,hands out
couponsfor free breadto students who wait while the registration
serverwas down Tuesday. Staff membersat the Registration Office
and students alikebecamefrustrated with the registrationsystem.

Ogden
manwillpleadinsanity
in murder
case
OGDEN. Utah (AP)- Jeffrey Lynn Jones·
shotgun attack on two people was recorded
on a 7-Eleven security video and his confession was saved on a 911 tape. Now. his
attempted murder case is going to trial.
At a pretrial conference Monday, defense
attorney Mike Boyle told 2nd District Judge
Stanton Taylor the trial will proceed as
planned on Jan. 18. It's scheduled to last
four days.
Jones, 32, has pleaded innocent by reason
of insanity to two counts of attempted
aggravated murder, a first-degree felony
punishable by a term of 5 years to life in
prison.
If the insanity defense succeeds, Jones
would go to the state mental hospital
instead of prison. Boyle said that's his goal,
and the defense has conceded ones did the

shooting.
"There's no question he committed the
crime," Boyle said.
Jones is charged with the Jan. 6, 1999,
shooting of Karan Rice, 33, and Dan
Nebeker. 31.
Rice was hit three times and Nebeker
once. According to police and audio and
video tapes at the scene. Jones fired almost
a dozen shots around the store.
Both victims survived.
Jones is seen on the security camera
video walking into the store with a shotgun
held level at his waist. The shootings occur
off-camera as the victims' screams mount.
The video was played at Jones· preliminary hearing-March 13. as was a tape of the
call Jones made from the store to a 911 disatcher to report the shootin s.

The USU Outdoor Recreation
Center and A Dancing Community
will be co-sponsoring a Congolese and
West African drum and dance weekend workshop Saturday, Jan. 15. The
workshops. with Fred Simpson and
Mabiba Baegne, will be held in HPER
215. Registration for the drum workshop will begin at 9:30 a.m. and the
workshop will run from 10 a.m. to
noon. The dance workshop will run
from 1 to 3 p.m. with registration
beginning at 12:30 p.m. Cost for the
workshops is $15 each.
Simpson began accompanying modern dance classes on the Congo drum
at U.C. Santa Cruz at the age of 21. He
has performed, with his dance troupe,
at almost everyjunioi;college, college
and university in th~
Francisco
Bay area.
Baegn~. bom in Cdng<f.llrazzaville.
was initiated into dance by her grandparents at the age of 8. She joined the
National Ballet of the Congo at age 20
and toured with them for seven years.
She has taught at various schools in
Belgium, Germany, Switzerland,
Holland, Norway, Italy and Paris.

> DR(volunteers
needed
The Disability Resource Center is in
need of volunteers to take notes and
read texts on tape for students with
disabilities. Note takers will take notes
for students in their classes and
receive a gift certificate stipend.
Readers will read text books onto tape
at their convenience to help students
with disabilities. For information, call
(435) 797-2444 or go to the Taggart
Student Center Room 104.

> Clarification
In Monday's issue of theStatesman
an infograph entitled ·cocaine facts·
was misleading. Cocaine can, in fact.
lead to physiological dependency.
Briefscompiledby
USUAND5TA1£SMN\'SWf REPOKrS

TODAY'SBESTBET
Snow is here.

Snowboard Sale
{going on now)

77 North Main,
Downtown Logan,
752-2934
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Dancingto a Different Drum

Board Utah!
Fighter pilot for hire
No COMMENT/

Grant Gold

I recently got a job at Beaver Mountain as a snowboard instructor and so the
powers that be have requested that I write about how snowboarding is better than
skiing. To be perfectly honest I don't feel right about perpetuating that old rivalry. I might as well write about how my dad can beat up your dad. Or maybe I
should expound on how there exists a direct correlation between stepping on
cracks and broken backs among mothers. All nonsense if you ask me. Yet I have
a job to do and this is how I would do it ...
We all face choices in our lives. Will it be a steak or just hot dogs for dinner?
Save up for the Porsche or get the Pinto now? Jennifer Lopez or Linda Tripp? Fifth
Avenue candy bar or a Butterfinger? Trip to Hawaii or family outing to Lagoon? Snowboarding or skiing?
What is it about snowboarding that makes it so cool? Maybe it is the grass-roots movement of the
sport in the late '70s and early '80s. It could be the rebellious nature because of the resistance given
by the mainstream skiing industry up until the early '90s.
Let's face it, snowboarding is the way James Dean would have gotten down the mountain. The rebel
without a cause would have found one in deep powder turns, fully laid out high speed carves, and
large copious amounts of air. He would have landed smack dab in the middle of Eden and not just to
the east of it.
The sport of snowboarding is the innovator. It is the risk taker. Ultimately, for both the resorts and
the skiing industry, it is the life saver. That's right, it, is not because of good will that the resorts have
let snowboards in. Let's just say we should actually spell it $nowboarding. Forty-two percent of people on the mountain between the ages of 18 and 24 are snowboarding and those figures are growing.
Those older than 24 are taking up the sport as well. More and more parents are taking up snowboarding and joining their children on the slopes. Let's not
forget the contribution snowboarding has made to a declining ski
industry. Yep, sales were dropping and then came along a brand
new ski. It was called the shaped ski or parabolic ski. This
type of ski has a radical side cut (a much deeper curve)
which has revolutionized skiing by breathing new life
into a dying industry. Where ever did they get that
nifty idea? Snowboarding.
Skiers have even adopted the clothing of
boarders. Why they would even think of
abandoning those super-groovy neon colored body suits is a mystery to me but
they have. In style now are the baggier
pants with a better functioning, more
stylish jacket. Al I introduced by snowboarding.
Nothing can describe the feeling of
floating through the powder as it
sprays up and over your entire body.
The sense of freedom is amplified
even more by .the speeds you can
reach as gravity claws at you and
your board. Sur~, skrers can enjoy
the powder as well, however they
seem to do a lot more sinking than
floating. I guess you could say they
are the submarines and snowboarders are the F-16's.
Now don't get me wrong, both
must be very important or the

Jmnp to-8oARDINC. Pag.e_n~~

Ski Utah!
Give me class anytime
OUR THOUGl-ffS / The Skiersof the Statesman staff

Q: What do a vacuum cleaner and a snowboard have in common?
A: They are both attached to dirtbags.
An example:
Picture it. You arise at the crack of dawn. The chill in the air takes your
breath away when you step outside, but that doesn't stop the need to revel in
the fresh foot of powder that fell while you slept peacefully in your bed.
Driving to your favorite piece of the Wasatch, excitement swells in your
stomach spreading through your limbs to resonate in your toenails and the tips
of your teeth .
Climbing on the lift, your spot on the mountain comes into view. Etched in the baby blue sky,
there it is. It's the perfect run. The one you've been working toward your entire life. That expert
black diamond, daredevils-only suicide peak that every skier cruises perfectly only in their
dreams.
Nothing, you think, could spoil the first snowfall of the season. You will, you're convinced, be
queen/king of the mountain once more.
You're revved up to carve the first tracks in fresh powder when some punk with a jester hat
that couldn't possibly possess more projectiles with bells cuts you off, hogging the entire mountain for himself.
Let's just say there's a reason snowboarders aren't allowed on the well-groomed slopes of most
high-class ski resorts. Could it be, um, they have no class?
The snowboarders who aren't pre-pubescent twits sport their three-day stubble, greasy, long
dreadlocks
and
M.C.
Hammerwannabe pants. Who needs skill
when you can float down
the mountain with two
parachutes
attached to your
waist. At least the
bells give you a
slight
warning
before they plow
you over.
Let's
face
it,
Hollywood's
biggest stars have
always gone to Sun
Valley, Idaho, in the
winter to ski. It's the
classy thing to do.
You don't see Meryl
Streep "hangi n' 1O"
on a board. That's
because boarders are
the Dennis Rodmans
of the ski hills.
Even
our
"class-act" president,
the man who knows
all too well that image
is everything, took his
family
skiing,
not
boarding.
And, technically, skiing
is more complex than
boarding.
Instead of

Jumpto SKIING.Page7
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Utahresortsto the slopes S
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Editor's note:the following is takenfrom www.SkiUtah.com
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BeaverMountain .

'Ill

Cost:_$24All Day $19 Half Day
Location:LoganCanyon
Hours:5 to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
9 p.m. Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday
"Beaver Mountain is one of Utah's best kept secrets. Over 464 skiable acres, Beaver has well-maintained slopes, northeastern exposure
for morning sun and avalanche-free conditions. Family-owned and
operated since ·1939, Beaver Mountain believes in giving each skier
the personal touch. Beaver Mountain is an all-around ski resort that
is big on giving you and your family the best skiing experience
around."

SnowbasinSkiResort
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-..::Whatmakesan
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S.E.Needhamringspecialt
A Tradtlonof Excellence

The beauty of an S.E.Needhamring reflects
the craftmanshipof the finestartisansin the
industry.Forover 100 years,the designers,
modelmakers,casters,jewelers,settersand
polishersof S.E.Needhamhave been known
for the qualityof their work. All of our jewelry is hand craftedwith pride.

EvenSpacing

Carefulattentionis paia to evenly spacing
diamondsand coloredgems in channelsettings. This practicenot only enhancesthe
ring;appearance,it also improvesits durability. It takesmoretime, but you will notice
the difference.

()snowbosin Cost:$31 All Day $31 Half Day
Hours:9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Location:Ogden Canyon
"Home of Utah and America's Downhill and Super G choice for
the 2002 Olympic Games, Snowbasin offers nonstop skiing on a daily
basis with terrain to suit everyone's taste. Owned by the corporate
group that includes Sun Valley Resort and Little America Hotels,
Snowbasin provides a tasty menu in the day lodge, friendly service on
the mountain and cookouts with live entertainment on the weekends."

PreciseMatching

Diamondsand coloredgemsare carefully
selectedand painstakinglymatchedfor
shape,colorand sizeto maximizethe luster
and enhancethe artistry of every S.E.
Needhamdesign.

PowderMountain

Level<JemTable

We levelthe table o{gems in their settingto
maximizescintillation.In prong setting,we
cut the bearingsand placethe gems. W'!
checkfor leveltablesbeforetightening. In
channelsetting,we begin in th middle,
cuttingeachbearingseparatelyand leveling
the gemswhile workingtoward the ends.
No bearingcutsare visiblebetween gems.

Cost:$33 All Day $27 Half Day
Hours:9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., night skiing continues until 10 p.m.

Location:Ogden Canyon
·our unique terrain provides excellent skiing and boarding for
everyone in the family. Powder Mountain is expanding its services
this year with a new fixed grip quad lift to service what was the
Meadows Express cat skiing. Also new this year is access to Lightning
Ridge by snowcat, for 700 acres of powder skiing in this newly opened
area; or you may experience Wolf Creek Canyon, offering 800 acres
of advanced terrain, with guided tours, on a reservation basis, when
conditions permit."

MinimizingPorosity

'mu wont see porosityon an S.E.Needham
ring. Waxes are checkedbeforecasting.
Ringsare closelyexaminedaftercasting,
duringpolishingand in final inspectionto
ensurethe integrityof the metal Many
castingsare fanned usingstate of the art
vacuumpressuretechnology

Demanding
Inspection

Eachring is carefullyinspected,either
visuallyor under 10X magnification,at
severalstagesduringthe courseof its
production.No ring may bear the S.E.
Needhamtrademarkwithoutfirst satisfying
ourexactingqualitystandards.

The CanyonsArea
Cost:$52 All Day
Location:Park City
"Now, thanks to $33 million spent upgrading and expanding the
resort, this winter paradise covers 3.300 acres stretching over seven
mountain peaks. including the legendary Ninety Nine-90 and the
newly opened Peak 5. The Canyons is now one of the largest ski
resorts by acreage in the country. The lift system has also undergone
major improvements, with 10 new lifts including an eight-passenger
gondola and five high-speed quads, whisking skiers to the top of the
Wasatch Range in the Rocky Mountains. This year will herald the
opening of phase I of The Canyons Resort Village. And with additional expansion plans being prepared, The Canyons will continue to sit
at the pinnacle of western skiing:

V-TipsAdded

On most marquisedesigns,we add \I.tips to
improvethe fonn and functionof the setting,
\I.tips providea more elegantlookand
greaterprotectionfor the points of the
diamondthan the standardmarquiseprong.

ParkCityMountainResort

Oean~Jdering

Gest:Varies
Location: Park City
Hours: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., night skiing until 9 p.m.
"We're particularly excited about our new base area lodge with its
state-of-the-art rental shop and full-service food court. But that's just
the beginning. We're introducing the Skiosk™.a quick stop for food
and beverage with indoor seating and decks. Also new is a ski-in/skiout demo center at the top of Bonanza lift; and a completely remodeled Summit House with the best dining views on the mountain. And
it keeps getting better. Check out our web site, www.parkcitymountain.com for the latest improvements."

,-~
,
~
I

OHJtV.o\l 11.Y
Rl.~ORT

Our jewelersdoubleRllllr'$oldeito make
sure that.U soldersea
finis~ ·
witlwut pin holes..Sea~t
flushwitb
a1ninimumof sold'er,then J)fdtedto
eliminateimpuritiesand then reflushed.
Extraeffort,but its worth it.

DeerVall~y

ExtraLapping

To maximizethe brillianceof our diamonds
and coloredgems,the prongsand surfacesof
the ring are meticulouslypolished.By hard
lappingevery flat surfaceand soft lapping
every roundsurfaceby hand, the qualityof
an S.E.Needhamring shinesthrough

RealShanks

F-eelthe difference.A heavierring shank
feelsmore substantial. The ring is better
balanced.A heaviershankenablesa
smoothertransitionof the artistsdesignfrom
the lop of the ring lo the sides. A noticeable
touchof quality.

Superior
ProllRS

Cost:$60 All Day $42 Half Day
Location:Park City
Hours:9 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Restrictions:
Skiers only

By utilizingheaviergold aT)dplatinumwire
and a more intricatecone-shapeddesign,our
prongssecurelyhold and optimallydisplay
every diamondand coloredgem without
obscuringthe.beauty of thestone.

"Skiing is spread over four mountains: Empire Canyon, Flagstaff,
Bald and Bald Eagle Mountains. They offer a great variety of skiing
for experts and novices alike, along with panoramic views of the
Wasatch and Uintah Mountains. These mountains are served by 19
lifts, including one four passenger high-speed gondola, five highspeed detachable quads, three fixed-grip quad chairlifts. eight triple
chairs and two double chairs which access 87 ski runs and six bowls.
Our base altitude is 6,570 feet, the summit is 9,570 feet with a verti cal drop of 3,000 feet."

Solitude

HeadAlignment

Cost:$39 All Day $35 Half Day
Location:Big Cottonwood Canyon
Hours:9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Our attentionto the smallestdetailis
reflectedin the way our jewelerssolderthe
ring;head with prongspreciselyalignedto
enableperfectlystraightcenterstone setting.

"Tucked away at 8,000 feet in beautiful Big Cottonwood Canyon,
Solitude's award winning mountain is buried with an annual snowfall
of 450 inches of Utah's famous powder. With over 1,200 acres, 63
uncrowded runs and three bowls. Solitude is great for skiers and
snowboarders of all abilities. Solitude is also home to Utah's oldest
and most scenic nordic center with over 20 kilometers of trails. The
Village at Solitude offers a true ski in/ski out experience with a full
range of luxurious accomodations and amenities. The real excitement begins behind the Village where the lifts promise to take you to
an abundance of snow, perfect mountain vistas and breathtaking
acres of endless terrain. Solitude - It's your ski experience, not everyone else's."

C.Omfort
Fit

We designmany of our meriiring with a
closedbackand with comfortfit because
thats what men prefer,With a cleaner,
smoothersurfacetouchingthe skin, our rings
are easierto put on and take off and produce
lessskin irritation.

Bridal
SetsFit

Our bridal setsfit togetherperfect!
y by

design. Startingas models,our engagement
ringsand matchingweddingbands are fit
together.Their fit is checkedthroughout
productionand in final inspection.

Now you see why S.E. Needhams
offers a lifetime warranty
on all wedding rings.

Brighton

ga,~

Cost:$33 All Day $26 Half Day
Location:Big Cottonwood Canyon

"Since 1936, Brighton has been delighting skiers and snowboarders
with incredible snow, exceptional value and continuous improvements. Brighton was voted #1 for Child/ Family Friendly Terrain and
Best Value by Utahns in the ·99 Wasatch Parent Magazine reader's
poll. It's our commitment to quality that keeps Brighton one of the
most modem. convenient and popular resorts in Utah and why our
enthusiasts keep coming back. We build tradition without living in
the past. Find out why our reputation is now shining btighter than
ever!"

Snowbird
Cost:$52 All Day with Tram, $42 All Day lifts only,
$44 Half Day Tram, $35 Half Day lifts
Location:Little Cottonwood Canyon
"For people with a passion for skiing there's no place like the 'Bird.
The moment you arrive, you begin an unforgettable experience . The
snow, the terrain, the accessibility, the pedestrian slopeside village
~
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StoreHours
Mon- Fri 9:30- 8:00
Sat.'til6:00

141· N. Main
752-7149

Middleof i.!leBlock,at
theSignof the Clock

www.seneedham.com
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He's got spirit. Do you?

Info Sessions:

January 12, 3:30-4:30 TSC 225
Ja)rnary 13, 3:30-4:30 TSC 225

'

1'

!

..

it
ApplicatiJ;1s arc being accepted through Japuar~25 .
Sec TSC 302 for more details or
Call 797-0283.

___ .,,.._,.,.~,._,,.

.__ _______________________________________

Look out below

___J.:l

Eleven-year-oldKristinMarlerenjoys the new snow pack while sleddingon Old Main Hill last week.
Accordingto campuspolice,thereare no regulationsagainst sledding on the hill. Although hay baleshave
beenset up for safety, students are cautionedthat they sled at their own risk.

BoARDING
Continuedfrom Page4

Before you buy ONE MORE textbook ...
Don't like used textbooks with torn
pages, permanent marker, or
bubble gum stuck between pages?

9etthe
FAC't:S.

0

At the Bookstore, you can look at and touch our entire
selection of new and used books, then pick the ones that pass
your quality inspection. Plus, we guarantee to carry the right
book and edition for every class.
We are committed to providing
PRICE lhal generates

textbooks

at a

REAL VALUE:

· Same day access to textbooks and course packs.
• 1:extbook quality you can feel and touch.
· Liberal returns, immediate cash back, and NO return
shipping costs.
• Buyback bonus bucks
that translate into real
cash for future
textbooks.
UNIVERSITY

IJ
'
✓

-

UtahState
BOOKSTORE

INFO. MEETING
THURSDAY @ 8PM
UNIVERSITY INN
ROOM 511
800-933-2039
ASK FOR RICK

MAKEBANK
HOME SECURITY

SALES

Cl!lff}
REP AVERAGE C®i•IZ•X•)

FIRST YEAR REP AVERAGE
EXPERIENCED

,

·1 love the home security
market because I feel
good about helping
familieslive safer lives.
Doingwell last summer
brought me a lot of
job offers. I chose
Eclipse because I
knew they'd help
me make more
money than any
othercompany.•

KLINT LEWIS

$25,309

IN 4 MOS.

. • It was great to be
able to work on my
business skills and
; achievepersonalgoals
everyday.It was hard
work, but I madetons
of moneyand gained
'. valuable experience
that I can use in my
futurecareer."

U.S. Military wouldn't
have
them but we all know that chics
dig fighter pilots more. Ladies, I
am a professional fighter pilot.
... yep, that's what I would
write. Almost all that I have
written is true. O.K., I am not a
real fighter pilot but I do work at
Beaver Mountain: ·as, a '<'Snow
board instructor. I do enjoy
snowboarding a great deal. It is
very fun and exciting. I will .
confess though, I am hoping to
learn how to ski this year. If the
truth be known, I want to learn
how to telemark. There is the
real challenge.
Now go home, tell your dad
you still love him even though
he lost the fight, apologize to
your mother for stepping on the
crack and ask them for some
money so you can buy a lift
ticket. Because right now it has
been snowing for the past four
days, the powder is deep and
honestly it does not matter how·
you get to Eden, so long as you
do.

$20,614

IN 3.S

>

Grant Gold, photographerfor
the Statesman, is a senior
majoring in marketing.
Boarderscan shred with Grant at
Everettruess@hotmaii. com
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.,'Skye' is no limit for Nitro Girl from
WCW who wants to be an actress

Just in case
the ski bum thing
doesn't work out.

MARIABLACKBURN

The BaltimoreSun

The trashiest line of work for
women in televisiontoday- barring "JerrySpringer· guest appearances, of course - almost surely is
cheerleader for World
ChampionshipWrestling,also
known as a Nitro Girl.
The newest Nitro Girl,Skye.
wears tube tops, fishnets and hot
pants. She bumps and grinds hip
thrusts in the ring between televised wrestlingmatches involving
behemoths named The Total
Packageand Dr. Death.
Backhome, in her real world in
Rosedale,Md.,you'd never recognize her.
In November,Stacy"Skye"
Keiblerbeat out 300 competitors
for a $10,000checkand a Nitro
Girl spot. Her winning performance - a 90-secondhigh-energy
dance routine during the WCW's
"MondayNitro,"- was seen on
televisionby 4.4 million viewers.
accordingto Nielsen Media
Research.
Sinceher TV debut, the 20year-oldKeiblerhas been busy, in
and out of the ring. These days,
Nitro Girlswrestleas well as
dance. So recently,Skye"knocked
out" fellowNitro Girl Spicewith a
makeup case and drew on her
facewith lipstick,then hipcheckeda 300-pound Nitro Girl
wannabe who tried to muscle in
on a dance routine.
Trashy,trashy,trashy! But outside the ring, Keiblerisn't Skye.
She still liveswith her folksin
the house where she grew up, still
sleeps in the same room in the
same twin bed with the white
porcelain crucifixand the poster
of babies dressed as teddy bears
hanging above the headboard. She
still dates the same guy she's been
goingwith since the summer after
her freshman year at the Catholic
High Schoolof Baltimore.She
wearsjeans and no makeup.
Trashy she's not.
"I'mnot like that," Keiblersays,
the sting of having to defend herself audible in her sweet,girlish
voice."I'mjust doing what I like to
do."
What she likesto do is dance.
Any kind of dance: ballet.jazz,tap.
She'sbeen dancing since age 3.
"Shedanced from the minute
she was born."her mother. Pat.
boasts. "Stacywas one of those
kids you'd find dancing on top of
the coffeetable."
She is 5 feet 11 inches taH,she
says,standing and stretchingas if
to make the point. "Tootall for
the Rockettes,"she adds, sounding
slightlywistful.
Instead, she found waysto perform closerto home: modeling,
earning bit parts in moviessuch
as "LibertyHeights"and "Pecker,"
and becominga cheerleader for
the BaltimoreRavens.
All of this helped prepare her

Kaplan gets you in.
Law School

Business School

Graduate School

Medical School

For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools
of their choice . Whether you're facing the LSAT, GMAT, GAE, MCAT or TOEFL*,
take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want.

Class starts

February 5. Call to enroll!

KAPLAN"
Stacy'Skye'Keibler,20, WCW's newest Nitro Girl hopesof becomingan

actressthrough her opportunity to play a wrestlingcharacter.

for her stint as a Nitro Girl.That
and not missingan episode of
"MondayNitro· for the past three
years.
Keibler'sboyfriend,Kris
Cumberland,has been watching
WCWfor years. Stacyjoined him
- reluctantly,at first.
"Iwas like, 'You'vegot to be
kidding me,"'she says.Then the
couple attended a live WCW show
together and she was swept up in
the athleticism.the enthusiasm
and the show biz. She was smitten.
"It'sa soap opera,"she says.
She's right. Professional
wrestlingis part soap opera, part
action-adventure,part cartoon,
part Oprah and part love story.
There are good guys - "babyfaces·
in wrestlinglingo - and bad guys,
or "heels."Fans know the matches
are scriptedby the show's writers.
They watch anyway.
"MondayNitro,"which airs
from a different city each week,
regularlysellsout 20,000-seatarenas.
"It used to be the Nitro Girls
would come out and dance for 30
seconds,"Keiblersays."Ifyou
changed the channel, you could
miss them. Now the girls are getting scripted into the action."
And already the Nitro girlsare
at war.
Try to keep up: The war started

when KimberlyPage,the group's
founder and a former Playboy
bunny, quit the Nitro Girls to
avoid being stalked by a psycho
wrestler.A power struggle ensued,
and the babyfacesfaced off
against the heels. It was three
against three, with two girls
remaining neutral. Spice,a babyface, fought A.C.Jazzfor the title
of group leader and won. A.C.Jazz
left the ·group.Tygress,a heel,
plotted to usurp Spice'spower.
Thrown into this chaos,
Keibler'scharacter,Skye,had to
make a choice:Was she a good girl
or a bad girl?Actually,the writers
made the choice.
Tm a heel,"Keibler says,giggling.
So a woman who says she's
never had a fight in her life is now
pullinghair, shouting and fighting
on national television.
"Stacy's.sonice and easygoing.I
just can"tsee her playinga bad
guy."Keibler'sfriend and Ravens
cheerleadingcaptain Teri DiFatta
agrees."Shemust be a good'
actress."
Acting,in fact, is Keibler'sultimate goal.Beinga Nitro Girl is
great and all- the fans, the performing.the travel to such exotic
placesas LittleRock,Ark., Detroit
and Indianapolis.But it isn't her
dream job.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

AOL keyword:kaplan

aTsst names are the registered trademark of the Educational Testing 5erviCe

DownEast II Outfitters

REsORTS
Continuedfrom Page5
and the first class services all combine to make Snowbird an unparalleled ski vacation. Snowbird is Utah's main justification for claiming
the ·greatest snow on earth®."That's what makes it internationally
famous - light dry Utah powder. Lots of it. In fact, Snowbird receives
an average of 500 inches of snow a year - enough to keep it open
over 200 days each ski season."

Alta
Cost:$33 All Day $25 Half Day
Location:Little Cottonwood Canyon
Hours:9:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Restrictions:
Skiers only
"Altaand skiing have been synonymous for over six decades. The
wide variety of terrain, spectacular scenery and unparalled snow conditions combine to create the setting for cherished outdoor experiences with family,friends and the mountain itself. Alta is dedicated to
skiing only, allowing no snowboarding. If you haven't skied Alta, you
haven't skied."
s u nda nee

Sundanc~

Cost:$39 All Day $30 Half Day
Location:Provo Canyon

"RobertRedford created Sundance in 1969, envisioning a community where the arts, environment and recreation would flourish in
harmony. Sundance was named by the editors of Ski Magazine as one
of the best 'smaller' areas in the country. Located on the slopes of
12,000 foot Mount Timpanogos, there is a variety of terrain for all
abilities, from great bowl skiing to long groomed runs. Sundance
boasts short lift lines, uncrowded slopes and breathtaking scenery."

BrianHead
Cost:$35 All Day $30 Half Day
Location:Cedar City
Hours: 9 a.m. tp 4 p.m .. 10 p.m. on weekends
"Brian Head delivers much more with your choice of groomed
nordic ski trails, miles of snowmobiling tours, snow tubing, snowshoeing, spa, national parks and swimming."
Source:www.SkiUtah.com

GET
lJPTOGET
DOWN

WHY?
BECAUSE
YOU
CAN

BUY1ITEM
ANDGET

THE
2ND1/2 OFF
(OFEQUAL
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VALUE)
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Ask a stupid question ·and
•
millions of people will tune 1n
We will cover your closing costs for a new
Yorkshire Village Townhome (value up to $ 2,200.00)

and the subject, but also the
teacher with whom the artist
had studied . Another contestant
Here's a question that recently was asked to name the Verdi
earned big bucks for a contestant
opera that started Arturo
on ABC's "Who Wants to Be a
Toscanini's conducting career, as
Millionaire," the most popular TV well as the date of the perfor '
quiz show in 40 years: What two
rnance and its location. In 1957,
colors make up an Oreo cookie?
a young college professor named
And here's another stumper
Charles Van Doren was asked on
from the same program: What is "Twenty-One" to name the kings
Call for specific details on this exclusive limited-time offer.
your power source if you use
of Denmark, Norway, Sweden
solar energy? Or try these dazand Jordan.
zling "Millionaire" brain teasers:
Herbert M. Stempel, the conWhat year did Columbus discov- testant who faced Van Doren
er America? The Empire State
and eventually exposed the rigBuilding is located in what state?
ging on 'Twenty-One," was elimQuestions like these tempt us
inated from the show when he
to pose a question of our own:
could answer only two parts of
Why have quiz show questions
the following three -parter: What
Visit our homeJ)ll8e www.yorbhirevillage.com
gotten so moronic?
was the name of the anti-popIt's worth asking, now that
ulist Kansas newspaper editor of
prime-time TV, and perhaps
the 1920s? (William Allen
Yorks hire Development Inc. 1638 North 200 West Suite F Logan, UT 84341.
America, is gaga for game shows. White .) What was the name of
Because imitation remains the
his newspaper? (The Emporia
Gazette.) What was
sincerest form of
television, the wildly
the name of the col'Peoplearedumb- umn he wrote?
successful
"Millionaire" was
er. I was a well- ("What's the Matter
bound to be copied
With Kansas?")
educatedgraduate
by another network.
No clues. No
multiple choice. No
Actually, make it
of a publichigh "lifelines."
three networks. This
Today, Stempel,
week, Fox began new
schoolin 1962...
73, scoffs: "There
installments of its
Now, comparedto really has been a
game show "Greed."
down. In
CBS wades in on
whatpeoplehave dumbing
Saturday night with
the old days, we had
a new show called
sunk to, I am con- arcane and esoteric
"Winning Lines.·
sideredan incredi- stuff. It was designed
And just after ABC
to make the audience
returns "Millionaire"
bly well-informed gape" at the contestants' grasp of diffito the air next week,
person.'
cult subjects.
NBC will revive
Today, the pro"Twenty-One ." The
ducers
of "Jeopardy!"
last time so many
•BENSmN•
award
$1,000
(the
quiz shows appeared
GV,ff SHOWHOS1
in prime time was in
value of its most difthe late 1950s, when
ficult questions) to
"Twenty-One " was
the contestant who
revealed as a fraud .
can name the capi~al of
Yes, some of the quiz shows of Paraguay (Asuncion). "The capiyesteryear were fixed, with protal of Burkina Faso or Namibia I
ducers feeding contestants
could understand, but Paraguay?
answers in advance. But the
To anyone who knows trivia, this
essential difference between the
is an insult," says Stempel. Buzz.
old and th~new .is this: Back
Not so,fast,.Herb. It's because
then , the questions were tougher. , the 11uestions are no-brain er '
And people seemed to like it.
gimmes tha t "Millionaire· has
n "The $64,000 Questi~
become such a hit. In all ?tie
(1,955-58),for example, a contesanalysis of "Millionaire's" hold
tant was shown six portraits and
on American audiences (it sinasked to name not just the artist
gle-handedly carried ABC to a
victory in the November ratings
sweeps), many said they liked
not having to be a Rhodes scholar to answer the questions.
"They've made the questions
'
very relatable" is how CBS network chief Les Moonves put it
re cently.
By which he meant no-brainer gimmes.
To some observers, this is
more than a Nielsen phenomenon. It's a cultural sea change.
"It demonstrates that the cultural aspirations of the bulk of
the country have changed," says
The Bookstore is resolved to help you save money on t extbo o ks. One
New York University sociology
way we help you save money is by prov iding more USED TEXTBOOKS. Having more used
professor Todd Gitlin, the
textbooks in the Bookstore is important to you.When we are able to fill faculty textt;>ook orders
author of "Inside Prime Time," a
book analyzing television. "The
with USED books instead of NEW books, your overall textbook expense is significant ly REDUCED.
lion's share of the audience in
the 1950s (found) pleasure in
The factors that contributed to having a notab le pe rce ntage of used
being stumped. To be stumped
meant that you had further to
te xtbooks available include:
go. It reinforced the idea that
I. Your participation in Book Buyback prior to Winter break.
you could spend the rest of your
1. Faculty submitting 96% of book orders prior to the beginning of class.
life getting smarter.·
That's the opposite of today's
3 . Our commitment to find additional used books from suppliers.
ethic. Gitlin says. 'The dominant
cultural aspiration now is to
Below w e have c alculated total student TEXTBOOK SAVIN GS for SPRING
demonstrate how good one
SEMESTER2000 by offering USED TEXTBOOKS .
already is," he says. "There's a
kind of hipness in being superiStudent Savings
Actu a l Stud e nt
Stud e nt Co st
Tota l # of
Cost of 'New • &
from 'Us~d•
if all Textbooks
% of Textbooks
Text books
Textbooks
wer e' New •
'Used' Textbooks
th at are 'Used'
in Book sto re
PAUL FARHI

The WashingtonPost

To celebrate ... set-sail on a
· ·· Caribbean or Mexican Cruise ... on us.

!ork~birt1Jillage
•TOWNHOME8•

435.755.6699
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ffl®W~~

Don'tmoke o move until
_yousee the Stotesmon
Housingond Rentol
Guide.... ComingSoon!

•

REDUCE TEXTBOOK COSTS
BY PURCHASING
USED TEXTBOOKS

81 ,4 58

18.So/o

$3,738,193

$3,447,180

or. It's 'I am somebody ,' not 'I
will be somebody.' It's 'I am hap pening,' no t 'I will be happening
someday.·"
Gitlin says ifs telling what
passes now for knowledge (or at
least trivia fodder) on today's
games - primarily , he says, facts
about television and popular
' culture. In fact, "Winning Lines"
is a show combining knowledge
of pop trivia with brute memorization skills. Big money now
rides on being able to identify
Britney Spears on "Jeopardy!"
One "Millionaire" contestant
passed at a chance to take home
$500,000 by answering this
question : How many von Trapp
children were there in "The
Sound of Music"? (Seven).
"The information that the
producers believe is universally
appreciated is information about
the media," Gitlin says. 'Their
gamble is that people would
rather watch someone (familiar
with ) that body of information
than watch someone who knows
about opera, molecular biology,
the royal families of recent centuries, the political history of
Europe, or butterflies:
Ben Stein, host of the game
show "Win Ben Stein's Money,"
offers a more succinct ana lysis:
"People are dumber," he says
flatly. "I was a well-educated
graduate of a public high school
in 1962 (also, a graduate of
Columbia University). Now, compared to what people have sunk
to , I am considered an incredibly
well-informed person ."
Unlike the pandering
"Millionaire," the premise of
Stein's show is that Stein is
smarter (or at least better
informed) than his contestants.
At the end of a qualifying round ,
one contestant takes on Stein in
a head-to-head match for a
$5.000 prize (Stein doesn't get a
look at the questions in
advance). He calls his show,
which airs on the Comedy
Central cable network, "insanely
difficult."_
Among recent questions : At
the Battle of Trafalgar, Lora
Nelson was killed aboard what
ship? (The HMS Victory.) And:
What particle inside the nucleus
carries a positive charge? (The
proton .)
To be fair, the contestants of
the 1950s weren't just folks off
the street. They tended to be
well educated, even intellectual,
and often with quasi-expert
knowledge in a particular subject. Char les Van Doren was a
college professor; Dr. Joyce
Brothers appeared on "The
$64,000 Question· as an authority on boxing (she,won $64,000).
The show also once featured
Robert Strom, an 11-year-old boy
genius, and Richard Mccutchen,
who won by describing all five
courses and two wines served at
a 1939 banquet given by King
George VI of England.
Even so, says Stein, "in the
1950s, the questions reflected
knowledge that a well-educated
person with an excellent liberal
arts background would have.
Now ... (producers) have given up
asking whether people know '
about the Treaty of Utrecht or
what amendment to the
Constitution gives former slaves
the right to vote. They 'd rather
ask who the drummer for
Motley Crue is."

$191, I 13

This semester, get involved in REDUCINGTextbook Costs:
I.

1.
3.

Participate in Book Buyback at the END of the semester
Ask faculty to re-use textbooks next se_mester if possible.
Ask faculty to only order pertinent sections of a textbook (instead of the entire textb ook)
through our custom publishing department

Those who participate

in End of Semest e r Book Buyb ac k receive ONE
'Buyback Bonus Buck' for each textbook sold back.The Bookstore distributed $20,373 in Bo nus
Bucks in December, I 999. Did you get your share?

. J

The Bookstore periodically publishes report s to keep you bett erinf~n~ed. Please cont act us with your comments via our web site.
We want t o hear from you. www.bookstore.usu.edu.
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·uwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."
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Go ahead and do
itt tell your parents
you love them

The Pope

hasnew
wheels...
It's a metallic
blackFiat
Lancia...
custom-made
and armored
platedjust
for John Paul.
The Italian
automakeris
calling the car
the Lancia
Giubileo- or
Jubilee-for
the Vatican's
Holy Year in

CoLLEGEVIEWS/ ClaireZulkey

2000.

Thecarworth an
estimated$1.5
million features
a folding desk
and an audio
system to
address
crowds.
• UNITEDPRESS
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About

LETTERS

Lengthshouldbe
limitedto 350 words.
All lettersmay be shortened,editedor rejected
for reasonsof goodtaste,
redundancyor volume
cf similarletters.
No anonymousletters
will bepublished.
Writersmust sign all
letters,with phone
number(or'e-mail
address)and student
numberclearlystated.
Lettersrepresenting
groups- or morethan
one individual- must
havea singularrepresentativeclearlystated,
with all necessaryID
and infonnation.
Writersmust wait 21
days beforesubmitting
successiveletters- no
exceptions.
Letterscan be hand
deliveredor mailedto
TheStatesmanin the
TSC 319, or can be
e-mailedat
tdiJm@

sudesman.vsu.edu
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Basketball games:
'Let me in!'

Tothe

ED I To R

First, I'd like to say how fun the basketball game
was against BYU because of the atmosphere we created. All games can be that fun if the student body
comes out and supports the university and its athletic
teams.
Second, my main purpose is to inform all students
on how to get into the basketball games minus the
hassle. Similar to football, there is an entrance set
aside for students: the south entrance of the Spectrum.
If you haven't been to a game or don't know this policy, here is what I found out you can do to "beat the
system" in getting into the games.
Get a student ticket in advance:
Starting the Monday of that week's game(s), you
can go to either the TSC Information Office or the
Spectrum Ticket Office, and, with an ID, pick up a

VIEWPOINTS/ Gregon;P. Kane
Before the
new year gets
too old, let's
just attend to
some traditional
year-end
business, shall
we?
I don't
believe in this "end of the century/end of the millennium" nonsense
that was bandied about through all
of 1999. I would point out, as letter
writer Doy Prunty of Baltimore
observed, that "the new century
and the new millennium will begin
at the stroke of midnight on
December 31, 2000." Prunty also
advised those skeptics who insist on
counting quantities - years, in this
case - by starting with zero instead
of one that he would give them 99
cents for every buck they gave him.
But let's just consider the century
and millennium over as of right
now. Do we really want to go
through choosing the athlete of the
century, the entertainer of the century and the person of the century
all over again?
I would doubt it, especially since
all the selections were wrong. The
ESPN network - noting the findings of 48 "experts" chose
Michael Jordan over Babe Ruth as

athlete of the century. It's still appear a reasonable choice. The
debatable if Jordan is even the guy revolutionized his science and
greatest basketball player of the discovered
the equation
that
century. Picking him over the clear allowed man to split the atom and
choice - the Babe - is excusable unleash the power of nuclear enerwhen you consider that ESPN never gy. But the person of the century
said what, exactly, was the area of would have to be the one who, for
expertise of those 48 cognitively
good or ill, had the most impact on
challenged dimwits.
the century.
TV Guide magaWho was that perzine chose Elvis
son? Einstein? Adolf
Presley
as
the
Winston
'Let'sjust considerthe Hitler?
"entertainer of the
Churchill? Franklin
century." Those of centuryand millennium Delano Roosevelt?
us who figured the
Martin Luther King
entertainer of the overas of rightnow. Do Jr.?
century was one
None of the above.
we reallywant to go
Francis
Albert
Try Gavrilo Princip.
Sinatra are very perthroughchoosingthe You do remember
plexed
indeed.
Gavrilo, don't you?
athleteof thecentury,
Sinatra's music and
Never heard of
film record should
him,
say? Think
theentertainerof the back you
have made him the
to your high
obvious choice over
centuryand theperson school or college
Elvis. Methinks the
world history classof the centuryallover es. Is it coming back
folks at TV Guide
are in the group that
yet? Think of June
again?'
believes Elvis and
28, 1914. Sarajevo,
God are synonyBosnia. Archduke
mous.
Someone
Franz Ferdinand of
should break the truth to them gen- Austria, heir-presumptive of the
tly.
Austro-Hungarian empire, and his
Time magazine chose physicist wife, Sophie, are riding along a
Albert Einstein as the "person of the
Page10
century." At first glance, that would Jumpto CENTURY,
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Person of the century is the guy who messed it all up
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free student ticket. This way you can
go to any entrance you want, show
your ID and ticket, and they will let
you in.
Forget to get a ticket:
If you don't have an advanced ticket and only have
your ID, you must go to the south gate facing the
HPER Field to get in. This is the only gate where they
have the card scanners, and consequently, the only
gate where students can get in without a ticket.
Why only one entrance???
They have had problems with people getting stuck
on the escalator due to the long lines right before tipoff. So, it's a safety issue. Also, without a significant
number of students consistently attending the games,
one entrance is sufficient. That entrance is the south
gate because of its proximity to the student section.
With this information in mind, I hope that the students can continue to support the university and
cheer on the Aggies. See you at the game!

METAL

DETECTOR

I have this
I ittle problem
that
involves
my parents. It
has nothing to
do with love or
respect, money
or
emotional
support -- a 11of
which they give me in abundance.The problem doesn't even
lie with them. It's with me, in my
conscience. One day, I struggle in
class but feel all right about it
because, hey, I tried my best. But
the next day, I feel as if my effort in
class really wasn't enough and that
I wasted the hard-earned money
my parents spent on tuition.
The bottom Ii ne is that at the
cool, reckless age of 21, I still care
what my parents think about me.
In fact, I care a lot.
Allow
me to preface
my
thoughts by saying that my parents
are perfectly normal, busy people
who manage to lead fulfilling lives
of their own -- but when I took off
for an out-of-state school four
years ago, it was still painful. I didn't like seeing my parents cry over
me leaving.
I mean, I was the
same person who wouldn't pick up
her clothes and who could stretch
the definition of "curfew," so why
were they so sorry to see me leave?
Strange, perhaps, but I felt guilty
about leaving them.
Sophomore year, I called my
parents up every other week
because I couldn't understand why
I was such a failure in my Italian
class. Mom and Dad didn't mind,
as lon)3 as I worked hard, but I felt
as if I d really let them down.
Last year was th~ big one, however. My younger brother left the
nest for his first year of college -another out-of-state institution,
and I departed to study abroad in

Florence. Am I excited for my
brother? Sort of. Am I thrilled
about this opportunity of mine?
Kind of. Do I feel as if I'm leaving
my parents alone and lonely? Oh
God, yes.
College is a time of growing up
and changing. It comes as a big
shock, however, when one realizes that "changing" doesn't just
mean becoming more of an adult
in the university environment, but
rather becoming more of an adult
in the realm of family. Whether
that means finally departing from
the kiddy table at family gatherings, or having "real" conversations with Mom and Pop, it's a big
change.
It's scary to come home and
realize that your folks aren't the
al I-knowi ng autocrats they were
five years ago. It's also easier to
see their weaknesses and fears,
sore points and basic mortality. Itstarts to sink in that as you're
growing older, so are your parents.
It's very scary.
I was talking to a friend about
this phenomenon and the emotional toll it can take, worrying
about being a good person and a
good kid to your parents.
We
came to a conclusion that makes
sense, and makes us feel a little bit
better. This sort of paranoia of
your parental and familial world
changing around you shows an
appreciation for what has brought
you up and made you the person
you are. Believe it or not, your
parents may just have been doing
a good job the whole time.
So thank them, and tell them
you love them. It makes them feel
better. And it'll make you feel better, too.

Zulkey is a campus correspondent
from GeorgetownUniversity.

Random nature of death
clear at friend's funeral
CoLLEGEVIEWS/ EricaLevi
In January of
my sophomore
'Until I got to college,
year of college,
I didn't know that the
I sat in a room
of 500 people
obituary page was the
and I istened to
a girl
speak
most widely read page
about her sisof the newspaper.
ter. I traveled
long hours in the middle of the
No classroomprepared
night to make it to that talk on
time and had not brought pen or
me, though, for the
paper to take notes. In fact , I had
day I would have
left my backpack and textbooks
behind.
to see my own
Hundreds of miles from the lecture halls I know well, I sat
friend's face on it.'
uncomfortably in a sanctuary - a
usual place of warmth and understanding, but now a massive room careened into a truck. My friend
of dissolution and lost faith.
died instantly.
I could barely hear the child's
In January, at almost 20 years
small voice uttering poetry above of age, I still managed to think
the echoing, ho I low sounds of that death only hunted the elderthose coughing and blowing their
ly, the sick and the bad guys. I
noses around me.
knew death in very few forms. In
The faces that surrounded me fifth grade I dressed in black and
were not faces of college class- dug a hole in my backyard for a
mates; the bodies to the left and box containing a treasured fish. In
right of me were not doodling in sixth grade I crept back into the
notebooks or scribbling
notes.
room where my lifeless dog iay
Instead, they were two broad - after he had been put to sleep. In
shouldered companions from high twelfth grade I stood at a podium
school, holding my hands at my in front of family and family
friend Celia's funeral.
friends and eulogized my loving
In back of me were the teachers grandfather. Fish and dogs and
who had taught Celia and me our grandparents get old; I learned
favorite courses: English, year- that early on.
book, newspaper. The same eachBut I was caught off-guard that
ers who scolded us for giggling in night I answered the phone while
the back of the classroom, now watching television in my apartsat with me and dabbed their
ment. I was not prepared to hear
eyes. We listened as a 10-year-old
another friend whisper that my 5child, barely tall enough to reach foot -tal I, adorable, big-mouthed,
the microphone, spoke eloquently
platform-wearing,
vivacious,
about her love for her sister Celia,
intelligellt friend, the one who
my petite, angelic -faced friend
promised in my yearbook to love
who slipped out of this world on me always and forever, had died.
Jan. 18, 1999.
It took e nearly that whole
Celia had just returned to week prior to her funeral to figure
University of Michigan for the out how to get home. My mother
second semester of her freshman
didn't want me driving consider year. She and three friends went
ing the circumstances.
skiing for the weekend, and on
I couldn 't miss too many classthe trip home, the car she was
traveling in hit a patch of ice and Jumpto D£ATH,Pag.e
10
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es my first week back. I was
miserable and in pain and felt
cheated and guilty. For a long
time I had fallen out of touch
with Celia, and had only been
talking to her again since
November 1998. We e-mailed
and chatted over the computer
- discussing what we would
do when we saw each other
over winter break. I never saw
her.
We talked numerous times
over the vacation,
but she
always called and wanted me
to come over as I was climbing
into bed, and when I cal led,
her father would tell me she
was out shopping or out with
friends or cousins.
Celia had so many people in
her life who cared for her. She
was so giving. She was small
but she was strong. She had
even lost her own brother
when she was younger. Now
her parents had to bury a second child.
That is all I thought of as I
threw a single rose onto her
coffin and shoveled dirt into
the void where she rested.
Her parents had a "sharing
session" at their house the
night of the funeral, and friends
sat around and told funny sto-

ries about her. Her parents
made inquiries into the stories
they only knew portions of we spilled the truths about all
the situations that girl managed
to get into. The feeling was
warm, the emotion was strong,
and the mood was upl ifting. I
guess as a psychiatr ist, Celia's
father realized that this storytelling time would provide her
friends with a sense of c losure
and a catalyst for heali ng.
But still I think of her, and
want to know why that I ittl e
daredevil was kidnapped by
death from her fami ly and
friends. I want to call her and
hear her laugh. I want to put
our hair up in pigtails again
and take pictures of us acting
childish. I want to sit besid~
her again in our high school
yearbook and newspaper classes and learn about layout and
feature writing.
We already thought
we
knew so much about newspaper then, but unt il I got to college, I didn't know that the
obituary page was the most
wide ly read page of the newspaper. No classroom prepared
me, though, for the day I would
have to see my own friend's
face on it.

Erica Levi is a campus
correspondentfrom
~racuse University.
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Now at this point, you would
figure that either the archduke or
Continuedfrom Page9
the people responsible for his
security would have hustled him
129 NORTH MAIN - LOGAN, UTAH 84321
parade route when a Serbian out of Sarajevo to safer environs,
nationalist
named
Vasa wouldn't you? That's because
Cubrilovic tosses a bomb at their you can think, an area in which
car. It bounces off the archduke's the archduke was apparently not
hand and explodes in the street adept. The idiot continues to
near another car in the proces- Sarajevo's town hall, makes a
sion, injuring a passenger.
speech and then resumes his little
joy-ride through the streets.
Another potential assassin,that
Gavrilo Princip guy, is still hanging around, itching to literally get
his shot at the archduke. Princip
jumps on the running board of
the archduke's car and pumps
two slugs into him and a couple
into Sophie. He kills them both.
Austria-Hungary declares war on
Serbia. Germany comes to the aid
of
Austria-Hungary.
Russia,
England and France come to the
aid of Serbia. The four-year
tragedy known as World War I is
AtsWlflltlll: 11.lt:MII
on.
Includingfederal,stateand local
Thousands die. The map of
taxes,excludingsalestax, paid by
Europe
is redrawn. The Treaty of
publis~ers.
Versai lies makes the defeated
UIIMMCnl6:
Germany a bitter nation. All this,
11
AII manufacturing
costs from editing 1
Marketing,advertising.
courtesy of Mr. Princip.
ltt:Mts,,,.,Ta
to papercoststo distribution,as well
promotion,publisher's
field
But that's not all. Out of the
After-taxincomefrom which
as storage,recordkeeping,billing,
staff, professors·free copies.
smoke and ashes of World War I
the publisherpays for new
publisher'soffices,employee's
productdevelopment.
author
rises a corporal in the German
salariesand benefits.
advances,marketresearchand
army who uses his country's
dividendsto stockholders.
defeat to whip · up the nationalism
that leads to the rise of the Nazis,
the Third Reich and the exterm ination of 6 million Jews, 400,000
Gypsies and hundreds of thou111111,r
IIICMII:
sands of others. Russia's involvettBt:.11
Author'sroyaltypayment
ment in Wotld War I is one of the
from which authorpays
factors that leads to the fall of
researchand writing
Czar Nicholas II (another idiot)
expenses.
and the rise of Josef Stalin - who
•Note: The amountof federal,
slaughtered millions - and comstate and/orlocal tax, and
munism.
thereforethe amountand use
Communism spreads to China
of any after-taxprofit, is
and Southeast Asia. The persecu118/IIIIElll,U: Ut:1a~
determinedby the store's
The cost of gettingbooksfrom
tion of Jews leads to the creation
ownership,and usually
the publisher
's warehouse
or
-, /
dependson whetherthe
of the state of Israel, which soon
binderyto the collegestore.
collegestoreis ownedby an
finds itself at war with surroundPart of cost of goodssold paid
institutionor highereducation.
ing Arab countries.
to freight company
a contractmanagement
The Cold War pitting the West
company,
a
cooperative,
a
Cll/lfl,,.,. ,,,,,._
against communism leads to the
foundation,or by private
•Thestatisticsin this illustration
reflectthe mostcurrent1997/98 financialdata
rut:ats
l.1t:MII
individuals.
Korean and Vietnam wars and
gatheredby the NationalAssociation
of CollegeStoresandthe mostcurrent
Storeemployees'
salariesand benefits Insurance,utilities,buildingand
comes close to engulfing the
1996/97 financialdatagathered
by the Association
of American
Publishers.
to handleordering,receiving,pricing, equipmentrent and maintenance.
planet in a third world war . So
Thesenumbersareaverages
anddon'trepresent
a particularpublisher
or store.
shelving,cashiers,customerservice, accountingand data processing
does Israel's struggle for survival
refunddeskand sendingextra
chargesand other overheadpaid by
textbooksbackto the publishe~
collegestores.
in the Middle East. The 1990s
close with yet another ethnic war
in the Slavic regions.
The person of the 20th century
is Gavrilo Princip, who messed it
up for all of us.
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Human rights violations have China squirming
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Clinton adminispraised the U.S. initiative , urged the president
tration undertook a campaign Tuesday to cenand vice president to involve themselves persure China in the U.N. Human Rights
sonally in it and asked the European Union to
Commission for what officials described as a
join the Americans in sponsorship.
steadily deteriorating Chinese human rights
"China must be held to the same basic
record.
human rights standards as any other governState Department spokesman James P. Rubin
ment.'' said Mike Jendrzejczyk, Washington
said in addition to intensifying a crackdown on
director of Human Rights Watch's Asia division .
political dissent in China, Beijing is vigorously
"While China has been negotiating WTO agreesuppressing the Buddhist Falun Gong meditaments, it has simultaneously cracked down on
tion movement and tightening controls on the
dissidents, unofficial religious groups, labor
media and the Internet.
organizers and others."
Beyond that, China strengthened
Rubin said China was informed
controls on unregistered churches and
,,..,..h
l
h
·
at a high level Tuesday of U.S.
1
on the political and religious expression
' e goa erelS to
intentions in the U.N. Human
of ethnic minorities, especially Tibetans,
Rights Commission, which meets
shinean
he said.
in March. He described the
international Geneva-based group as the
"These actions taken as a whole are
contrary to the direction that China has spotlightdirectlyon world's "pre-eminent body" on
been urged to take by the world," Rubin
rights issues.
said.
China'shuman Secretary of State Madeleine
"They are specifically contrary to
has instructed ambasrightspractices.' Albright
internationally recognized human rights
sadors around the world to push
standards, including the International
for support for the prospective
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
resolution denouncing China,
• jAMESP.RIJBIN
•
which China has signed."
USSWE DEPARTMENT Rubin said.
Asked about Rubin's comments,
"The goal here, through this
Chinese Embassy spokesman Yu
international action, is to shine
Shuning said his government "firmly opposes
an international spotlight directly on China's
the U.S. practice of interfering in China's interhuman rights practices," Rubin said.
nal affairs under the pretext of human rights."
Yu, the Chinese Embassy spokesman, predictRubin's announcement came a day after
ed failure for the U.S. plan. "They have already
President Clinton urged Congress to vote "at
tried eight times before in Geneva, and they
the earliest possible time" to approve a trade
failed eight times," Yu said. "If they try this
deal negotiated with China in the fall.
year, they will fail again."
The timing of Rubin's announcement
A U.S. initiative in 1999 failed because
appeared aimed at showing Congress the
American officials were unable to muster
administration is prepared to get tough on
majority support to include the question on the
China's rights record even as it pushes for closer commission's agenda. Many European allies
trade ties. At issue before Congress this year is a opposed the initiative.
trade agreement that will allow China to join
The administration did not submit a China
the World Trade Organization, which sets rules
resolution 1998 because it perceived that the
for international commerce.
rights situation had been improving.
Clinton's campaign for congressional
Of particular concern to the administration
approval faces stiff resistance from organized
in recent months has been the crackdown on
labor, environmental groups and their
the Falun Gong. Since its founding in 1992, milDemocratic allies, who believe low wages and
lions have joined the spiritual movement.
lax pollution standards in China will undercut
China has branded it as an "evil cult" and
American workers. Religious groups also are
recently sentenced four top leaders to prison
expected to raise objections about China's
terms of up to 18 years. The sentences exceeded
human rights problems.
those given in recent years to political dissiThe advocacy group Human Rights Watch
dents .
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:iI111mi9rantsmu99lin9 leaves three Chinesemen dead...
SEATTLE(AP)- Three
•·· <;;hines.estowaways were
•·•· found dead this week in a
cargo container that arrived
. aboard a ship from Hong
Kong- the first known
dtaths in what has suddenly
become one of the busiest
· methods of smuggling immigrants into the United States.
Crammed into 40-foot. can/. , vas-topped corrugated~metal
· .boxes, the stowaways try to
· ·.survive on bottled water and
little food for the two-week
voyage across the Pacific from
China.
Immigration offlcers have
· .stepped up efforts to catch the
· immigrants and the smugglers
.· they pay up to $50,000 to
make the trip, but the boxes
\ ~eep coming.
····.·.·•"Until now, the prices
· .migrants have paid for illegal
. . passage to the United States
·. · pave been high in terms of
.....
aollars:·said Bob Coleman,
·.ac.ting director of the
immigration and
..... Naturaliiation Service in
. Seattle,.''but in a situation like
· . th!$,where Jives are lost, the
. •cost is unfathomab1e."
j On Monday; federal offi•
❖ da.ls boarded the Cape May, a
,, J~panese.owned freighter that
. <l~ftHong Kong for Seattle on
. Dec.27,and found three dead
. Chinese and 15 others in
threa:dbare clothes and bare
.feet.All them required
medical care •. and seven
/ f~IDained hospitalized
••·•
\ THesdayin satisfactory condi•
tion.The . cause of the deaths
{ was notreleased ,
· •·· On Tuesday morning, 19

<

of

•·•·
·+

more immigrants, all in relavia container to West Coast
tively good health, were found
ports in U1eUn.ited States and
in a container from a ship
Canada. How many more
.•
that likewise docked in Hong
make it through isn't known.
Kong before arriving here.
Most West Coast ports han~
INS spokeswoman Irene
dle freight almost exclusively ·····
Mortensen said conditions
in containers, The pc:,rts move >
inside the container from the
tens of thousands of contain- ..·
Cape May were deplorable .
ers each year and tpereis no / ..
People barely had enough
tel1ingfrom the outside which. /
room to lie down, and had
()f the boxes might hold pea-only the bedding and survival
ple.
gear they brought with them.
"There's certainly a growing .·
Food consisted of slowly
st:>phistication on .the part of . •.•.
•••.
rotting vegetables and cracksmugglers," said David
ii
ers. The only toilet was a
Bachman , chairman of the
bucket. the only ventilation
UniVersity of Washington's
came from holes cut in the
China studies program. •·1
canvas roof.
would expect that for each
For anywhere from three to container caught. there .must ·
seven days, the 15 survivors
be some multiple that are get~
lay next to the bodies of the
ting through,"
.
·
dead,
I-long Kong officials have •···•·
·
Last month. authorities in
yowed to crack down on
Long Beach, Calif., arrested 30 human smuggling . Some spec~
illegal immigrants from China
ulate .thatrival smuggling ··
after they crossed the Pacific
gangs have been anonymously
in cargo containers.
tipping off authorities, trying
Their travel conditions
to drive each other out of .
were better than those of the
business. ··
group caught in Seattle. The
Despite the arre$ts and
containers had food, water,
recent deaths, hurnan smugbattery-powered lights,
gling is expected to continue
portable potties, cell phones
as Chinese.luredby dreams of
and ladders for cJimbing out.
financial or ..political freedom .····..•.
For years, Chinese smug*
try fo get to the United States.
glers called ''snakeheads" have The INS_estimates as rµany
.as
been bringing illegal immi- . 27,000 illegal Chinese we:re iI1 ·.
grants to this country aboard
the United States in 1996,
..
ships to both coasts and
'These are people whoare •··.
through Canada. ·The use of
glactandhappy to .go throµgh >
the sealed containers is a rela- something like this in order to \
tively new twist, and Monday'.S reach America;' saidDan
·
deaths were the first knownto panilpv;anjmrn.igrat.iop. .·.·· /
have occurred through that
attorney representing thrte of /
method.
· ·the latest illegal immigr~tj.tsto ·•···
In the past y~ar, authorities
ar.rive in Seattle , ·'Thism~ans
caught 203 people smuggled ·.. ,a newHfefotthem ."

Clinton to add $2.2 billion for
niissile defense in 200 I budget
-WASHINGTON (AP)President Clintowtntends to· ask'
Congress in his 2001 budget for a
$2.2 billion increase in spending
for a national missile defense,
mainly for an expanded arsenal
of interceptor rockets to be based
in Alaska or North Dakota,
defense officials said Tuesday.
Just a year ago the Clintonadministration added $6.6 billion
to the Pentagon's missile defense
budget, and officials now estimate deployment of such a system will cost $127 billion in the
next five years.
Clinton's request to pour more
money into missile defense is
likely to meet with favor in
Congress, where Republicans
have pushed the administration
for years to move more quickly
to deploy such a system. A much
more ambitious missile defense
project initiated by President
Reagan in 1983, called the
Strategic Defense Initiative but
informally known as "Star Wars"
for its futuristic weaponry, withered after Reagan left office. The
idea died early in Clinton's first
term.
In the past year, the Pentagon
has argued that the nation faces
a growing threat from missile
attack. Several countries hostile
to the United States, including
North Korea, Iran and Iraq, are
said to be seeking a capability to
launch intercontinental ballistic
missiles. U.S. satellites can detect
missile launchings anywhere on
the globe, but the United States
has no means of shooting down

long-range missiles m mgnt.
"The threat is real, (and) it
will, in all likelihood, intensify in
the coming years as countries
continue to acquire chemical,
biological and nuclear capabilities," Defense Secretary William
Cohen said last month .
Clinton is to decide as early as
July whether to go ahead with
deployment.
Critics say the system is
unlikely to provide a reliable
defense against ballistic missiles
and that it will require the
United States to withdraw from
the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile
treaty, which many consider the
bedrock of arms control.
Cohen has recommended
spending another $1.9 billion to
pay for an arsenal of 100 inter ceptors, according to officials who
discussed the matter on condition they not be identified. The
current budget pays only for 20
interceptors, which would not be
enough to quash an attack of
more than a few long-range missiles.
Clinton is to submit his budget to Congress on Feb, 7.
Kenneth Bacon, spokesman for
Cohen, said Tuesday he could
not discuss details of the budget
in advance, but he mentioned
that the Pentagon's overall
weapons procurement account
would increase to "within a whisper" of $60 billion, from $56 billion in the budget year ending
Sept. 30.
Cohen also recommended
adding $300 million for more

missile defe e-teslini,ltnore
spare parts and construction of a
second missile launcher for interceptor tests from the Kwajalein
Missile Range in the Marshall
Islands. Those steps were among
numerous recommendations by
a missile defense review panel
headed by retired Air Force Gen .
Larry Welch, which said the program was on a "highly demanding" schedule .
The Welch report, published
last November, said Clinton
would be in position to determine by July the feasibility of a
national missile defense but not
whether the technology and
equipment are ready to be
deployed. The final version of
the interceptor is not scheduled
to be tested in flight until 2003.
A prototype interceptor is to
be launched from Kwajalein next
Tuesday. The test is designed to
demonstrate the Raytheon
Corp.-built interceptor's ability to
receive in-flight targeting data
from military satellites and
radars, then steer itself into the
path of a mock warhead arching
through space and destrq_yit.
The first test of the prototype
interceptor , last October, hit the
target, but the critical data links
in that test were pre-programmed before the rocket was
launched . In next week's test, the
interceptor is to receive data
from a new radar stationed on
the Kwajalein range shortly
before it separates from the rocket booster, about 1,400 miles
from its target in space.

Ecuador
president
defends
plansto
adoptU.S.dollar
as official
currency
QUITO, Ecuador (AP)Ecuador's embattled president on
Tuesday defended his plan·to
replace the country's currency
with the U.S. dollar, as large
Indian and labor groups renewed
demands for Jamil Mahuad's resignation.
The Indian organizations,
which have protested frequently
in the past, said they planned
demonstrations Saturday to force
Mahuad's ouster and to shut
down Congress and the courts as
part of their drive for a government that will work on behalf of
the poor.
"A government of national sal-

vation is necessary," said Antonio
Vargas, president of the
Confederation of Indigenous
Nationalities of Ecuador, the
nation's largest Indian federation .
The Popular Front, a grouping
of leftist-led unions, student
organizations and grassroots
neighborhood associations, said
T4esday it would resume street
protests.
The president defended his
currency plan as the only solution to end Ecuador's economic
chaos and said all necessary force
would be used to maintain order.
"They have the right to ask. to
aspire and to put forth ideas,"

Mahuad said during a public ceremony. "But there is no right to
break the rule of law and the
constitution, and much worse, to
endanger the economic and
social stability of the nation."
Some political analysts believe
Mahuad's position remains tenuous and could deteriorate rapidly
if his plan runs into roadblocks.
"It's a desperate step," said
political scientist Simon Pachano.
"It's more a political measure
than an economic measure . Last
week Mahuad was at the point of
falling and made this decision as
the only way to save his government."
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Wednesday;
Januazy12
♦A-Team information

sessions,
3:30 to 4:20 p.m. TSC Room 225.

DilbertScoTT
AoAMs

Thursday,
Januazy13
♦USU

Basketball vs Cal State
Fullerton, 7:05 p.m., Spectrum
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♦Financial

Aid Frenzy,9 a.m. to
3 p.m., TSC Sunburst Lounge,
Applications for 2000-2001 food,
prizes, and drawings.
♦STAB welcomes you back and
invites you to a night of comedy!
7:30p.m., TSC Ballroom.

F.Y.I.
• Join the A-teaml!Info sessionsJan 12 & 13,3:30 to 4:20 p.m.
TSCRoom225.Applicationsacceptedthrough January 24. Job
board and take pink sheet to TSCRoom 302 for application.
•Attention Blindand VisuallyImpairedStudents or Faculty-1he
National Federationof the Blindof Utah is thinking of starting a
chapter here in CacheValley.We need you to help us by letting
us know who you are. The Federationis an organiz.ationof the
blind.visuallyimpairedand their families. It is the voiceof the
blind speakingfor themselves. If you are interested contact me at
my home. Brian Dulude.750-7831.e-mail slfhz@cc.usu.edu.
•RadioClub Dance, Jan. 15 after USUBasketballgame in
Fieldhouse$2 w/student ID. $3 w/o.
• Attentionall persons interested in a Nutrition and Food Science
Majorll Meet with a peer advisorin NFSRoom 109.Mondays
1:30-2:30,Wednesdays10:00-11:00
or Fridays11:30-12:30for
informationabout course requirements,program entry, career
opportunities,etc.for informatione-mail SLH9R@cc.usu.edu
• Classesin MiddleF.astemDance(bellydance).Saturday9:30 to
10:30a.m. USUHPERRoom 102,dance studio.Classesbegin
January 15th.$30 USUstudents $40 non-students.For more
informationemail slf9g@cc.usu.edu
•The USUOutdoor RecreationCenter and Community Dance
willcosponsora CongoleseandWestAfricandrumanddance
classfeaturingmaster drummer Fred Simpsonahd internationally
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known dancer MabibaBaegne.The workshopswill take place
Saturday,January 15 in the HPERdance studio with the drum
workshopat 10 a.m. (registrationstarts at 9:30)and the dance workshop at 1 p.m. Beginnersare welcomefor both workshops.
Registrationcostsare $15 per workshopor $25 for persons taking
both. For more information,please call BrookeBigelowat 797-2040
or KevinKobeat 797-0551.
• Edith BowenLab SchoolAuditoriumDr. LindaSilverman,
Director,Gifted DevelopmentCenter "WhyDo We NeedGifted
Education?"
Jan. 19,4 to 6 p.m. EveryonewelcomeCo-Sponsors:
USUDepartment of Education,Phi Delta Kappa,Edith BowenLab
School,Cache ValleyLeamingCenter
• Applicationsfor the 2000/2001Classified
EmployeeScholaiships
are being acceptednow through April 14. The Scholarshipsare
awardedannuaUyto a child,grandchildor spouse of a USU
ClassifiedEmployee.Applicationsare availablein the Merrill
Library115.TSCInformationDesk,PhysicalPlant 110,or call Paula
Baker797-0068.
• Recruitingdeadlinesstart as early as the middle of January. Start
yourjobsearchNOWat the Career ServicesOffice.
• Startyourinternshipapplication
processNOW!Come to the
Career ServicesOffice,UniversityInn ground level.
• USUstudents who are trying to loseormaintainweightcan learn
how by participatingin an eight week workshopofferedfree of
chargeby the USUStudent Health Center. Learn more about
nutrition. exercise,stress managementand developinga healthy
body image. Receivefree nutrition and body assessments.
Workshopswillbegin Jan 24. Beforethe workshopsbegin students
need to sign up and pick up more informationat the Health Center
(TSCRoom 102)or phone Cynthia Allen,at 791.1672.
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*Comedy Spartz* Free to students.
♦USU Women's Gymnastics at
Utah, 7 p.m.
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•Assembly
· •Production
•General Labor
•Plastic

•Construction
•Quality Control
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The men's basketball team begins the conference
season Thursday evening. See Page 15.
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Dennehy's arrival at Utah State is.part of a
growing trend in today's sports world

Dennehy, who graduated
from Montana , left a successful
program where he was 39-12 as
One might have expected
head coach and led the
Utah State University football
Grizzlies to three Big West
coach Mick Dennehy's office to
championships. Montana
be in disarray, cluttered with
reached the Division I-AAplayboxes of three-ring binders and
offs in each of Dennehy's four
videotapes - things common to years as head coach. But all of
any coach's office.
that is behind him. Now he's
After all, just four days had
starting over at USU, inheriting
passed since Utah State named
a team that finished 4-7 overall
him its new head football coach and 3-3 in the Big West
on Dec. 3.
Conference - a team that.
But it wasn't.
despite its efforts, hasn't sniffed
In the four days following his success in two years.
arrival in Logan, Dennehy didWhen Dennehy left
n't have much time to breathe,
Montana and signed with Utah
let alone unpack. Yet, his office
State, he may have jumped on
was clean and well organized.
a sinking ship. There is little
His books were filed
certainty surrounding
on the shelves, and he
the future of the foot'It wasnot an ball program at USU.
had disposed of any
boxes used during the
easydecision In fact, the only certain
move. His white office
thing about the prowalls were still bare.
to leave,and gram is the team won't
Getting organized may
be part of the Big West
yet I think Conference after the
have been on the top
of Dennehy's priority
thatI'd been 2000 season, the last
list, but interior decoyear of football in the
therelong BigWest.
rating was not - those
things could come
What lured Dennehy
enough.'
later. There were still
from a university
recruits to sign, players
where his job was
to meet and assistants • MICK DENNEHY• secure to a university
to hire.
IJSUtDOnlAtL
that has employed five
So much for an offCO<\.C'..H
ON HIS
coaches in the last 10
season of relaxation.
DECISIOl'-i
m UAVf. years? Even he didn't
Dennehy said Utah
MONJA"-1,\
have a perfect answer.
"This felt right,"
State has some catching up to do, and as
Dennehy said. "It was
far as he's concerned, the time
kind of a neat thing to have the
is now.
opportunity to coach at your
"Anytime you start a new
alma mater, and yet it just felt
like the right thing to do. We ~
·'jbl'.rth'eYe'S'a'l'Waj"S"c'.1
tertairr amount of feeling your way
coached hard. We left the proaround: he said. "Andyet.
gram in good shape. We put a
things in this business move so
lot of energy into it. and yet this
fast, even though you're kind of
is a wonderful opportunity.
feeling your way around, you've
"There's a lot of unknowns. I
still got to do it at light speed."
thi11kit's a wonderful opportuWhy did Dennehy, like so
nity to teach some young men
many other coaches nowadays,
that I think are very hungry, at
leave a cozy,successful program
a school I think has a great replike the one he developed at the utation, in an area that's always
University of Montana? Why
going to be a great place to live.
would anyone leave success for
And it's going to be an area
uncertainty? It's a growing
that's easier than some people
trend in sports today. Dennehy
think it might be to recruit to.
isn't a pioneer, and he certainly
Those are all good things."
won't be the last to do it.
· Dennehy said he believes
"It was not an easy decision
Utah State is on tne verge of
to leave, and yet I think that I'd success and has the right things
been there long enough: he
going for it. These opportunities
said. ·1 took over a successful
for success at a higher level are
program, and my objective
seemingly what lured him to
there was not to screw it up."
Logan. Perhaps it's these same
CASEY HOBSON

Sports Editor
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USUfootball coach MickDennehy addressesreportersat a pressconferenceannouncinghis hiring on Dec. 3.

opportunities that have lured
coaches from one job to another for years.
After eight years with the
University of Kentucky, Riuk
Pitino left the Wildcats for a job
as head coach of the Boston
Celtics. During his tenure at
Kentucky, Pitino took a program fresh off a two-year NCAA
probation and turned it into a
national contender. He reached
the NCAA tournament in the
spring of 1992, just three years
after accepting the job at UK,
where the Wildcats lost to Duke
University in the East Regional
Final - a game many people
consider to be one of the greatest college games ever played. It
was the beginning of what
became a highly successful program under Pitino's careful
guidance . In all, Kentucky made
five trips to the Elite Eight.
three to the Final Four and won
one NCAA championship dur-

ing the Pitino era.
Yet, all the success he experienced at Kentucky wasn't
enough to keep him there.
When the Celtics offered him a
job as head coach in May of
1997, Pitino accepted.
Pitino has seen limited suecess in Boston, compiling a 6996 record with The Celtics.
However, 31 of his 96 losses
came last year in the lockoutshortened, SO-gameschedule.
The season's vigorous pace
played havoc with several
teams, and the Celtics may have
been one of them .
Nevertheless, Pitino was on
dry, secure land at Kentucky
and chose to jump on a sinking
ship in the Boston Harbor. He's
not alone.
Atlanta Braves hitting coach
Don Baylor signed with the
Chicago Cubs on Nov. 4, replacing Jim Riggleman as manager
of the troubled franchise. Baylor

made it to the World Series this
year with the Atlanta Braves a ttam that has become a virtual lock on the post season. Yet,
he traded in his yearly post season ticket with the Braves for an
uncertain future with the Cubs,
a club that made the playoffs a
year ago, but finished last in the
NL Central in 99 with a 67-95
record, despite a $60 million
payroll. In fact, the Cubs had
just three more victories than
their right fielder Sammy Sosa
had home runs (64).
"It's going to be a challenge,"
Baylor told the Associated Press.
"There are so many Cubs fans
all over the world. Just think if
we ever won. I want to be part '
of that."
Dennehy said staying at one
place and protecting your job
has become difficult over the
years, due to the increasing
pressure to win instantly.
"It's become business-like,"
he said. "It has become very
cut-throat in a lot of ways."
Maybe it's that business-like
pressure that moves coaches
from one job to another .
Whatever the reasons, onpe
might say Pitino and Baylor's
decisions are somewhat understandable. Both coaches moved
up to the next level so to speak.
However, for Seattle Seahawks'
head coach Mike Holmgren,
moving up the ladder was not
an option , for he was at the top.
If anything, Holmgren·s decision
had to initially be considered as
a step down the ladder, or sideways at least.
Holmgren signed with the
Seahawks prior to the 1999 season after one of the more successful stints as head coach in
league history. He was 75-37 in
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Arizona State University in addition to five Big West Conference
games.
Utah State will open the season at Wyoming on Sept. 2,
marking the 58th meeting
between the neighboring stat~
schools. USU will then host
Southern Utah in the first meeting between the two teams.
The Aggies will travel to
Arizona State and Brigham
Young University while hosting
the University of Utah and Idaho
State University in non-conference action.
Arizona State University, Boise
State University, BYUand Utah
all played in bowl games this
year

the regular season as coach of
the Green Bay Packers from
1992-98 and 9-5 in the post season with two Super Bowl appearances. including a 35-21 victory
over the New England Patriots in
Super Bowl XXXI.Yet. for whatever reasons. he gave it all up
and left for Seattle. becoming the
team's fourth coach in the '90s.
But Holmgren·s move hasn't
come without results. He unified
the Seahawks and turned them
into contenders. Seattle finished
the regular season 9-7 and tied
with the Kansas City Chiefs for
first place in the AFC West
before losing in the first round of
the playoffs to the Miami
Dolphins.

2000
Utah State University
football schedule

She really means

big diamond, dear

And you don't need to
fish, hunt, and golf

We really can't
afford this, honey

Because you spend e'very
penny on your hobbies!
I can't wait to flash
this in Liz's face!

Oh, you really
shouldn't have!

It's about time, buster!
What took you so long?

Opponent

Series

Sept. 2
Sept.9
Sept 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 6

at Wyoming
SOUTHERNUTAH
Off Week
at Arizona State
UTAH
at Brigham Young
at North Texas•
IDAHO•
ARKANSAS
STATE•
at New MexicoState•
at BoiseState•
IDAHOSTATE

34-20-4
First Meeting

Oct. 14

Oct 21
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Nov. 18

NIA

2-9-0
28-67-4 .
33*37*3
3-1-0

13-13-2
1-1-0
21-4-0
4-5-0
9-1-0

Home games in all caps. • - BigWest Conference game.
Schedule subject to change.All times to be announced.

In PlainEnglish,we.'vegot whatshe wants!
Come see us today!

Notes:USUlost to BrighamYoungin 1999 at Romney
Stadium by a field goal in overtime.... The all-timeseries
against the Universityof Idaho is tied, and a small rival

Savemore on the thirdfloor '\ \~ l~Jj.,,
WashingtonFederalBank __,,,.-;DI
d ...__§:
.
d.
t
amon
s
i
1ry- rrec .com.
www:1ewe

(435)753-5619

Date

Oct. 28

Big diamonds are
just so pretentious!
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has developed over the last couple of years.... BoiseState
Universitywas the BigWest Champion in 1999 and could
present a tough match-up late in the season.

International~

USUfootballcoachMick Dennehy talks with playersafter a pressconference.

Were Holmgren·s motives the
same as Dennehy's? Had he just
been in Green Bay for too long?
Was it time for a new challenge?
And in both cases. wasn't it hard
to leave?
"Everything that I looked at
just kept pointing in this direction except one thing. and that's
the emotional. deep-rooted feelings that you have on the human
level for the guys that go out and
lay it on the line for you:
Dennehy said. "That was the
thing I think I struggled with the
most."
Dennehy said he visited Utah
State 75 percent convinced there
was no way he would leave the
University of Montana. However,
once he spoke with President
George Emert and Athletic
Director Rance Pugmire and saw
their commitment to the football
program, he began to think the
job was for him.
"Allof the non-human, less
important factors were all very
favorable here at Utah State: he
said. "When I left here. I knew it
was going to be a difficult decision. There were so many things
that are good here at Utah State.
My brain kept telling me that it
was a no-brainer, and my heart
kept telling me that it was going
to be tough."
Dennehy said his wife played
a major part in the decision.
helping him overcome the emotional battle.
"Basicallyshe said, 'Hey. we've
been here a long time, and
you've done a great job. But it's

time to go.' Which shocked me."
he said. "I thought I was going to
have to do some selling."
He said while simply having a
new challenge was appealing to
him, it was not the only reason
for taking the job at Utah State.
"Each season . each new team,
each new group of kids that you
bring in presents new challenges
and things like that. but you kind
of settle in sometimes to a comfort zone: he said. ·1 think
coaches are like players. I think
they're very competitive. I think
they welcome those challenges,
and this is a different kind of
challenge. There always comes a
time when you start thinking
about new directions in your life,
and this was a great opportunity."
And while some people worry
that programs such as Utah
State's might slip at times like
these, Dennehy said he's confident the players can overcome
such changes. He said he knows
the players will adjust and thinks
they are eager to learn.
"The thing that saves us all is
the game." he said. "I think kids
like to play football I think they
like to work hard. I think they
like to be disciplined, and I think
(because of) their love for the
g~me ... they kind of understand
that maybe nothing is sacred.
Maybe (no job) is safe, yet they're
still going to have the opportunity to play the game and to do
something they love to do."
And so will Dennehy, regardless of the reasons.

®

Pick up your free
catalog
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USU tips off conference games with Cal State
WADE DENNISTON

SeniorSports Writer

After the longest preseason in the history
of Utah State Universitybasketball,during
which the team went 9-5 and tied the 199798 squad for the most non-conference wins
in school history, the Aggiesare ready to
open BigWest Conference play on a high
note.
"Ninewins is something that I didn't
anticipate we could do with the schedule we
had,"said USUhead coach Stew Morrill. "We
had some non-(Division)-1games, but other
than that, we had as tough a schedule as
Utah State's had recently in preseason."
The Aggiesopen conference play at home
Thursday night at 7:05p.m. against California
State Universityat Fullerton.
Evenwith the nine preseason victories,
three of USU'slosseswere to in-state opponents.
However,Weber State University, the
Universityof Utah and Brigham Young
Universityare a combined 34-8 so far this
season.
. The Aggiesdid beat some quality teams,
though.
·we beat the WACfavorite Fresno State,
we beat a PAC-10team, which isn't overly
common, l guess," Morrillsaid. "Wedid some
good things, too. There's nobody in our
league (that) has more than nine wins going
into conferenceplay, so that's a positive.·
New MexicoState Universityalso has nine
wins, while Long Beach State Universityhas
USU'sTony Browngets trappedin a game against Utah.
the second-most at eight.
nent, Simon Fraser University, losing 80-77.
In spite of the loss to BYU,which snapped
One player the Aggieswill have to key on is
USU's13-game home court winning streak, the
6-foot-7senior forward Ike Harmon, who is
Aggiesare ready to begin BigWest play.
"The most important thing right now is to
averaginga team-high 16.9points per game, as
get ready for league and have some energy,and well as leading the team in blocks with 12.
some excitement and emotion for conference,"
So, what kind of player is Harmon?Morrill said. "That'swhat we're trying to get
"Athletic,active,flies around, takes you off
done."
the dribble, posts you up, jumps above you totally ridiculous match-up,"Morrill said. 'You
Utah State will start the second season
against the 5-6 Titans.
can't put a smaller guy on him because he'll
Despite CS Fullerton'srecord, Morrill knows 'post him up.
that anything can happen on any given night
"Match-up is a real problem with Harmon
in the BigWest this year.
because he's an inside-outsideguy that's too
"The good thing about our league is anyquick for your big guy to guard outside, too big
body can beat anybody,"he said. "It's just wild." for your small guy to guard inside.
CSFis coming off a loss at San Diego
"It'llbe a little bit of a nightmare with him.
trying to figure out what to do.·
University, 78-72 - a team Utah State beat in
But ifs not just the inside game of Harmon
the Gassner FoodsClassicchampionship game
in overtime, 68-65. Beforethat loss, the Titans
that concerns the Aggies.
had won four in a row.
"He can get rolling from three, then you've
The Titans and Toreros played two games
got real problems," Morrill said.
So far this season, Harmon has only hit 9this year with San Diegowinning both (81-77).
Fullerton State also played another USUoppo- of-30 three-point attempts (30 percent), but has

hit an overall 70-of-160of his shots from the
field (43.8percent).
"Obviously,this guy's pretty dang good,"
Morrill said.
BesidesHarmon, two other Titans are averaging in double figures as junior center Matt
Caldwellis posting 12.7points a game and
senior Mark Murphy is putting up 11:5.
The last time USU and CSFmet was on Feb.
4, 1999,ending in an 88-78 Titan win in
Fullerton, Calif.Prior to that contest, the Aggies
had won 10 in a row dating back to the 199293 season.
Senior forward Troy Rolleled all Utah State
scorers in last year's game as he put up 18
points. Sophomore guard Tony Browncame off
the bench to score 15.
The Aggieslead the all-time series, 27-15,
and haven't allowedthe Titans a victory in
Logansince Feb.6, 1982 (72-68), a streak of 15
straight games.
Still,USU knows Cal State Fullerton will
most likelygive it a game.
"They're playing real hard," Morrill said.
·'They're going small at times, they're athletic,
and they're mixing defenses a little bit. They've
got experience. I think experience counts in so
many waysiDiterms of what you're trying to '
~ get done.
~
"They'redoing a good job defensively."
a;
USU has done extremelywell at home in
~ conferencegames over the past couple of sea; sons, racking up a 25-1 record,with its only
~ blemish coming last season to the University of
d California at Santa Barbara, a 66-65 overtime
loss.
Sincejoining the BigWest before the start
of the 1988-89season, USU has won four
straight conferenceopeners (4-1) at home, with
its only loss coming to Fresno State University,
76-72,during the 1988-89campaign.
The Aggieshave had nearly the same success on the road in BigWest openers, going
4-2.
Over the past six seasons in league action,
the Aggieshave had a winning record, posting
a 68-34 conference record in that span.
USUhead coach StewMorrill is 2-1 all-time
vs. Cal State Fullerton, with his only loss coming last year.
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Is OVER
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and The SportsAcademy & RaquetClub
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7-0 when they give up fewer than 60 points....
Morrill is 20-3 at the Spectrum since becoming
Utah State's coach. ... Sophomore guard Tony
Brownis a perfect 23-of-23from the charity
stripe. As a freshman last year, he started the
season 21-for-21. ... USU is 4-0 this year vs. the
state of California.
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Gymnastics team ready to start season
BECOME
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BIG WEST CONFERENCE PLAY.
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IRVINE

ON SATURDAY, A LUCKY STUDENT WILL
HAVE A CHANCE TO WIN $15,000.

Smith Spectrum ♦ Tipoff @ 7 :05 p.m.
For Ticket Information Call 797-0305

JuniorAmandaJenkinsdismountsfrom the uneven barsin the HPER Tuesdayas headcoachRay

Com watches.The USU gymnastics team opens the seasonat Utah on Thursdayevening at 7.

Their goals haven't changet1much over the years:
winning the BigWest Championships, qualifyingfor
regionalsand, of course. competing in nationals.
But their ability to achieve them has.
The nationally ranked Utah State Universitygymnastics team has 13 meets and some tough competition, including the Universityof Utah, the University
of Denver,the Universityof Nebraska, the University
of West Virginia,and Brigham YoungUniversity,all of
them ranked in the top 25.
But with added difficulty,all new routines, experienced returners and talented freshman, the team is
prepared to meet the challenge.
Freshmen comprise almost half the team and will
be an important asset, head coach Ray Corn said.Tina
Ellisand Kristen Bloom are expected to contribute in
the all-around, and tumbling powerhouse Erin
Maguirewill add to the line up.
"Hopefully,the fans will be delighted in the new
faces that they will see, and the incredible amount of
talent that existswithin the entire team, and particularly within the new people,"Corn said.
Jessenia Abrego.one of the top returning vault,
bar and floor performers, will be out for the season
with a torn ACL.Nicole Kilpatric,a freshman elite
who has been nationally ranked, has a torn Achilles.
Another freshman, AllisonRosenthal. is also recovering from a knee injury.
YetCorn is confident that, despite the injuries,
the team has enough depth to achieve their goals.
Many of the freshmen, sophomores and juniors will
play a bigger role this year, he said.
After breaking her forearm in practice earlier this
year. senior Christy Denson won the team's intersquad meet with a score of 38.5 last week. The returning BigWest champion owns Utah State records on
bars. floor and all-around, and is ready to compete.
Seniors Trina Ewert,JessicaPorter and Marla
Loweswill also add experience to the team
Sophomores Kirra Degener,who scored consistently
on beam and bars last year. and Stephanie Huff, a
strong vault and floor competitor, are two more to
watch.
It might not be easy.but the team of tough competitors is prepared.
"Everytime we walk out on the floor it's going to
be a challenge;·Corn said. "Our biggestchallenge is
developing,maturing and becoming more confident
in each and every meet·
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clubwinning,
but too late
)AN ELIASON

Sports Writer
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New coach, new attitude, new
record.
The Utah State University
women's basketball dub has
gone 2-2 since its coaching
change in December.
Ernie Rivers,the assistant
coach. took over as interim
coach for the club and seems to
have ha~ a considerable impact.
But he gives all of the credit to
the players.
·
"They are playing more
relaxed and they are having
more fun," Riverssaid. "That's
what a club is all about, anyway."
Along with being more
relaxed and having fun, the reason for the team's success is in
executing the fundamentals of
the game, Rivers said. The Aggies
have cut down on turnovers
from 25 a game to nearly 15.
Rivers said USU is causing
more turnovers because they are
more aggressiveon the defensive
end - yet another reason for
the turnaround. Riverssaid his
team is more aggressive on the
offensiv~end, as more players
are scormg.
In their most recent game on
Jan. 5: Utah State surpised
Westminster College in Salt Lake
City with a 71-61 victory.
ln an earlier meeting between
the two schools, Westminster
upset the Aggieswith a last
minute rally. But not this time.
On Jan. 4, the Aggiesbattled
Colorado Northwestern
. Community College and came
out on top 79-74.
Riverssaid everyone on the
t~am is getting some playing
time and each player is doing
well.
However. since the semester
started, the club has lost five
players, reducing the roster size
to 10 with one game remaining.
Ben Wolford was added to the
coaching team and is spoken of
highly by Rivers.
"He's been a god send. He's
very positive and works well with
the team," Rivers said.
USU ends its season on Jan.
17.Riverssaid he is sad to see
the season end, especially since
the team is improving.
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NASA spokesman Duane
Brown said that if there is a significant change, the U.S. agency
will look at having a Space
Shuttle mission go up to the
space station to do some housekeeping .
"We, as an agency, certainly
applaud the Russians and we
are awaiting a meeting , sometime in February, when they
will give an official launch date
for the service module," he said.
The Russians would brief
NASAon Wednesday about
their investigation and the
direction they will take, he
added.
Two Proton rockets crashed
shortly after launch July 5 and
Oct. 27.
The official investigation
released by the lnterfax news
agency Tuesday said the engines
caught fire because they were
contaminated by metal and
mineral particles.
While the new international
station faced new delays.
Russia's own Mir space station
may remain in orbit for longer
than earlier planned, officials

life to compensatefor Russian delays
second-stage engines . The
Voronezh Mechanical Works,
which built the engines,
promised to replace them by
the end of June, he told The
Associated Press.
"Once the booster is ready, it
takes about 45 days to prepare
the module for launch. so the
earliest launch time is the end
of August," he said. He said the
actual launch date would be
pushed back even further
because space officials first want
to launch refurbished Protons
with less-precious cargos.
Gromov's statement means
that the entire project likely will
be thrown more than two years
behind schedule.
The station 's first components were launched into space
in November and December
1998, but the first permanent
crew may only begin its stint on
the station after the crew module is put into orbit.

Anti-tobacco
WASHINGTON(AP)- Antitobacco advocates on Tuesday
accused Brown &lWilliamson
Tobacco Corp. of violating an
agreement to stop advertising to
children even as the company
announced a series of public
forums to promote "open dialogue" about tobacco.
At a news conference, advocates complained the company
has placed ads in magazines like
Sports Illustrated, RollingStone,
Spin. Vibe and Sport - all of
which have a significant readership within the age range of 12
to 17.
Data from Simmons Market
Research Bureau show youth
readership levels of 22.5 percent
for Sports Illustrated, 28 percent
for Rolling Stone, 32 percent for
Spin. 42 percent for Vibe and 33
percent for Sport, according to
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the issues because the company's
chief executive officer, Nick
Brookes, was speaking before the
National Press Club Tuesday.
Brookes, in his remarks ,
defended the .company, saying
the forums were not a ..gimmick..and were intended to
address critics.
The first forum is scheduled
for this spring and will deal with
producing a safer cigarette, he
said. A second forum will target
youth smoking and the third will
discuss the growing risk of black
market cigarettes.
..They are gen.uinely intended
for us to have constructive
engagement with our critics,.. he
said.
Brookes said the company has
a policy not to advertise with a
magazine with more than 15
percent youth readership. All of

the advocates.
The groups, which include the
American Cancer Society and
American Heart Association, also
detailed their concerns in a paid
advertisement in The
Washington Post Tuesday.
"If Brown &lWilliamson is
serious about acting responsibly,
it needs to move forward with
these concrete actions to reduce
youth smoking," the groups
wrote. "If you fail to act, your
statements of concern about
youth smoking can only be seen
as a hollow public relations gesture rather than meaningful corporate change."
Matthew L. Myers, president
of the Campaign for TobaccoFree Kids, said the groups have
similar concerns about other
tobacco companies but chose
Brown &l Williamson to highlight
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contact Janet Hanson, 797-2790 or Ward Belliston,
797-1801. janet@engineering.usu.edu
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 2000
10:00 A.M. TO 12 NOON
MORGAN THEATRE IN THE FINE ARTS CENTER
President George H. Emert
will introduce a dialogue with:
eMs. Deborah Ascione, lecturer / Dept of Family and
Human Development
eDr. Frank Asione , Professor / Dept. of Psychology
eMr. Steve Virgil, Clinical Director / Int ermountai n
Specialized Abuse Treatment Center
eMr. Tyson Goliaher / Senior USU Engineering Stude n t
eMs. Brandy Quare / CAPSA Representative
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1155 N. Main • Logan
752-2092
insurance plans including: UHC, DMBA, and Mail handlers,

We acc~pt ~ost
Standard Optical 1sthe exclusive provider for HEP& Opticare, Some restrictions ap ply.
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ONLY $15unlimited use!
'51Different
AerobicClasses
Offered Every
Week!

Standard Optical Now offers
Laser Surgery for perfect vision
at Utah's Lowest Price!
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This program is free and open to the public. For further informa tion or to request accommodations for pe ople with disabilities ,
please call USU Perso1111el
Services Office at (455) 797-0755 no
later than January 15, 2000.

Prizes Donated By; ·GNC. Marz & C~ .. Cabin Fevt:r Cafe, D~~~ ··;;_.;
··Tl;:,;-~··Arkana Lin Mfl!
Sc rapbook Company. Hog!_Yogi. Nutrl Sport. Kt:epsake ColtaJ!e. RJverd.;_le Resort . Provlaen ce

Meritcigarettes with- ·•·

59fi~um~rs/'Jo!ffi
.Nel~on.s'=h!orvicepresident

Receptionfor panelists and attendees will be held at 9:50 a.m. in
the TippettsArt Galleryadjacentto the MorganTheatre.
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430 p.m.
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We accept transfer credits from other
departments: ECE, CS.
*Program contains hardware, software,
networking and data communications.

the magazines have certified to
the company they fall within the
guidelines, he said. He said ads
were being halted in Sport magazine, which recently notified the
company that its youth numbers
had increased .
"We do treat this as a very
serious policy,.. he said.

/7:30
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Consider:
Co-mput:er/Elechvniics
,,
InformatumTecbnoh>f!

said.
The government decided last
year to discard the aging station
if private investors fail to come
up with funds to keep it aloft.
The station has been orbiting
the Earth unmanned after its
last crew left in August, and it
was expected that one final
crew would go to the Mir to
send it down around March.
No major funds have been
found, but Gromov said
Tuesday that a two-man crew is
now set to blast off for the station March 30. Their mission
would last for at least 45 days.
Gromov said the state-controlled Energia, which built the
Mir and has been running it
since its launch in February
1986, is looking to a U.S company named Golden Apple to
save Mir. He declined to provide
more details.
If the U.S. firm backs off,
Energia still hopes the government will change its mind and
pour more resources into Mir,
the last remaining symbol of
once-glorious Soviet space program.
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space station delayed again

Mir space station may yet a new lease on
MOSCOW (AP)- The longdelayed International Space
Station has been postponed
once again due to flaws in a
booster rocket. while Russia·s
Mir space station may live on.
space officials said Tuesday.
The launch of the crucial
crew compartment for the
multibillion-dollar, 16-nation
space station has been long
behind schedule because of the
Russian government·s failure to
provide funds for its manufacture.
Then, when the module was
almost ready, two crashes of
Proton booster rockets pushed
officials to postpone the launch
date again Tuesday. The Zvezda
(Star) module is to be carried
into space by a Proton .
Sergei Gromov, spokesman
for the Energia company that
built the module. said the
crashes were caused by a manufacturing flaw in the rockets'
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Mon. -Wed.Jan. I 0-12 .....(7 am - 5 pm)
Thu.Jan. 13 ........,................(8 am - S pm)
Fri.Jan. 14............................
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A NEWCAREER
~QUfJJ
~ 1/2 PRICE
IN JUST
I
ONALLSERVICES

1 YEAR!

CERTIFY
IN ALLASPECTS
OF
PROFESSIONAL
STYLING.

ltallltate

PERMS• HAIRCUTS
• COLOR/TINTS
PEDICURE
• MANICURE
• FACIALS
NAILS• MAKEUP
• MASSAGE

BOOKSTORE

COMETOUROURSCHOOL
TODAY!

UNIVERSITY

BEAU

LA

REINE

COLLEGE

1

WITHSTUDENT
I.D.

I FULL
SERVICE
SALON
I
OPENMON.THAUSAT
I
752-8688
I
1093112
N. MAIN
I MIDDLE
OFBRIDGERLAND
SO.
I
(ALLSERVIC
ES PER
FORMED
BYSTUD
ENTS UNDER
INSTRUCTOR'S
SUPERVISION.)

- THE

PROFESSIONAL

CHOICE
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Textbook
Refunds
Spring 2000
Ifrequirements are met, refunds for SPRING
SEMESTER
textbooks are as follows:

• I 00% FULLREFUND Dec. 6, 1999 - Jan. I5, 2000

..... ··-···

· ~·~·........
.--.~·-

_. .. ·

-.

-~

Other refund information:
• A valid USU Bookstore register receipt is
required for all refunds_
• All books/merchandise listed on the register receipt will be disqualifiedfor refunds
ifthe receipt has been altered (tampered.)

• 70% PARTIALREFUND Jan. 24, 2000 - Jan. 29, 2000

• Purchases of custom course materials
(anthologies)are non-refundable.

• SO¾ PARTIALREFUND Jan_3 I, 2000 - Feb. 5, 2000

• Special-orderbooks are non-refundable.

•

Textbooks purchased afterthe refund deadline (Feb.5, 2000) are refundable for up to
24 HOURS, if they haven't been used.
Absolutely no refunds the last 3 weeks of
the semester.
Please buy what you need and promptly
return any books you do not want to keep_
Some students may desperately need your
book Return it as early as possible_

•

Ifwe don't havea book you need,specialorder
it at the Textbook Service Desk immediately.
We will exchange defective books.

Spring Semester

Hours:

Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday I0:00 am - 2:00 pm

Contact Information:

TSC lower level
www_bookstore.usu_edu
(435) 797-1666 or (800) 662-3950

THE HAGUE, Netherlands
(AP) - Two Bosnian Serbs who
allegedly led an onslaught that
killed hundreds of Muslims and
Croats, and sent tens of thousands fleeing for their lives,
pleaded innocent Tuesday to 12
counts of genocide, war crimes
and crimes against humanity_
The case of Gen. Momir
Talic and Radoslav Brdjanin
comes as the Yugoslav war
crimes tribunal reaps a harvest
of increasingly senior Serb military commanders detained for
trial. Prosecutors are aiming
high for the first genocide conviction in the seven years since
the international court was
established_
Talic, the current Bosnian
Serb military chief, and
Brdjanin, a former deputy
prime minister, appeared at a
pretrial hearing on their joint
indictment.
Australian Judge David Hunt
read out each of the charges,
which include extermination,
torture and destruction of
cities, towns and religious insti-

·---··'~

• ~0% PARTIALREFUNDJan. 18,2000 - Jan. 22, 2000

Duringthe PartialRefunddates-Qan_18- Feb.
5) a FULLrefundwillbe givenwithin3 business
days of purchase date_

18

Senior Bosnian Serbs plead
innocent to vvar crin,e charges

.,,..._,,.~ , .,
• • •••~o,,n,.-,-..

PAGE

• Bookspurchasedfor SummerSemester20CX)
are non-refundable if purchased before
Apr. 17,20CO.

Book condition for refund:
• Do not remove price tags.
• Shrink-wrapping must not be broken.
• All components (charts, disks,maps, etc.)
must be included.
• New books must be in NEV✓, PRISTINE
condition. Booksthat are soiled,written in,
highlighted.or damaged in any way.willbe
refunded at a used book price until the
refund deadline.

tutions_
Talic launched into a vigorous repudiation of the tribunal's jurisdiction. "I personally feel that justice and law
would be satisfied only if I were
to be tried by a military court
of law," he said_
Talic's attorney, Michel
Pitron, played down the
remarks, saying his client
"reacted quite personally."
The hearing was convened
because prosecutors said they
had evidence to warrant adding
11 new counts to tne original
crimes against humanity charge
posted last summer when the
men were arrested. A trial date
has not been set.
Talic, who was detained by
Austrian police while attending
a conference in Vienna, is one
of three senior Bosnian Serb
commanders facing trial for
some of the bloodiest "ethnic
cleansing" campaigns of the
1992-95 war.
Last month, NATO peacekeepers captured Gen. Stanislav
Galic, allegedly responsible for

the siege of Sarajevo_ Gen.
Radislav.)(rstic, accused of presiding over the massacres in the
U.N. "safe haven" of Srebrenica, ~
was detained a year earlier by ,,
NATO troops_
In total, 34 suspects, including Serbs, Croats and Muslims,
are in custody at the tribunal's
detention center.
Talic, Galic and Krstic are
considered three of the key
Bosnian Serb military figures :;~.
responsible for wartime strate- - }
gy. Prosecutors say they reported directly to former Bosnian ~:
leader Radovan Karadzic and
::J:1
his military chief, Ratko Mladic, ,
who remain at large.
:
According to the indictment,
}
Talic and Brdjanin planned and
•
ordered a terror offensive early .; :
in the war that killed hundreds:! :
of Muslims and Croats and
-"t forced tens of thousands to flee• ~•
the Prijedor and Sanski Most -- regions in northwest Bosnia. If found guilty. Talic and
~
Brdjanin face life terms in a
.,- '•
European prison. The tribunal ,.-. :
has no death penalty.
~
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Forbes airing anti-abortion
WASHINGTON (AP)Appealing to Iowa conservatives,
Steve Forbes is airing a new ad
on abortion one day after he
criticized front-runner George
W_Bush on the issue_
The ad, which was airing
Tuesday in Iowa, features three
women, one of whom talks
about what she felt when she
saw her fetus on ultrasound.
"I mean, there was my tiny
child's heart beating, arms waving," she says_

Utah
State
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

ASUSU Arts & Lectures presents

Forbes ends the ad. his first
on abortion, by saying: "I want
to protect the rights of all
Americans, including the
unborn, but I need your support
to make this happen_"
When he ran in 1996, Forbes·
campaign views on abortion
were considerably more moder ate.
This year, as he has sought
votes from religious conservatives and tried to broaden his
message beyond the flat tax, he
has adopted a hard~line antiabortion stand.
In a Republican debate
Monday, Forbes challenged Bush
to promise that if he is the GOP
nominee he will pick an antiabortion running mate, appoint
only anti-abortion judges and
preserv€; the anti-abortion plank
iillthe tR,epubli;canplaMorm.
Bush declined all on three
fronts_
'Tm going to pick a vice pres-

"'~"
S[AJAMIN
'Jlt'OlJS
"'. -~'
HOLOCAUST
SURVIVOR

ir.-~••O~

◄

•
.,◄••

ad . -~

ident who can be the president. : -~
I'll pick judges who strictly inter-'.'.1 •
'
pret the Constitution and not
use the bench ___
to legislate.
And I will ·-·work to keep the
~ 1.~
Republican Party pro-life," Bush - i
said.
;
Forbes called that response "a. ~
typical hedge" and said, "We
~ :
need something specific."
<1;
i
9
~
Bush, looking ahead to the • :
general election, doesn't want to: ~
alienate the moderate voters he. ~
will need if he·s the GOP nomi- ~ •
nee.
i
Forbes. trying to break
through, is courting conservatives.
The new ad does not men~-j
tion Bush, or any other candidate, by name.
.
"It demonstrates Forbes· com-"..:;
mitment to the pro-life cause," '• =·'
said Keith Appell, a Forbes
:}~
spokesman. "He will use the
'
bully pulpit to advance this
~.;:
issue forward."
1
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Continuedfrom Page2

To speak about his experiences at
a German concentration camp.

JANUARYlO
TSCBA11ROOM,
fl:30
·Dentist of Auschwitz·
book signing will follow.

-◄

J:
•j'I'

impact of that 'other virus· - Y2K," the executive director of
UNAIDS, Dr_ Peter Piot. told the council.
• ·:
An estimated 23.3 million Africans south of the Sahara currently.,-;, :
have HIV or AIDS, U.N. statistics show_
• :>1:
Secretary-General Kofi Annan said high AIDS death rates among
•
Africa's elite, including public servants. threatened the ability of ,• ;
some countries to govern effectively. High infection rates among
~
police and armed forces also have left African countries ill, ,- e
equipped to face security threats. he said_
, .._ ~
"In already unstable societies, this cocktail of disasters is a sure • '•,}
recipe for more conflict," Annan said. "And conflict in turn providet,.t · ~
fertile ground for further infections."
_M__,
Last month, Annan invited dozens of representatives from
....~.,~
. UN
· donor governments, vo Iuntary orgarnzat1ons
· ·
•~11:
Afnca,
_ _agenoes,
· ,:,.:
and businesses to draw up a plan to reduce infection rates in
Africans between the ages of 15 and 24 by 25 percent before 2005 .
-i
On Monday, he invited the Security Council to join the effort. : !
World Bank President James Wolfensohn said such a partnershil't
;
was the only way to combat the epidemic effectively.
·• :
"In a number of countries, we're losing teachers faster than we : :
can replace them. We're losing judges, lawyers, government officials. •
persons in the military," he said. "And unless we act, this will. con- ..:__:
tinue and there will surely be continued instability in the conti- ..~.. :
"
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InformationTable:
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January 12th & 13th, !lam - 4 pm, Taggard Student Center
Film Show:
WedneAday,January 12th, 5 pm, University Inn, Rm. 511
Tinm1day, January 13th, Noon, University Inn, Rm. 511
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USU's
Student Shopping
Center

PLEASE NOTE
Class~ied
advertising
deadlines
areoneworkingday
priorto thedaypublication
isdesiredat 1oa.m.Cost
per submission
1s10 centsper word$1 minimum
Reducedratesfor quantityinsertionsare available.
Commercial
ratesvary,depending
onfrequency.VI·
SA,MasterCard
and AggieExpressarealsoaccept·
ed for payment.Use797-3359to placephoneads.
Advertisersshouldcarefullyreadthe claSSJfied
ad
form,TSC319. The UtahStatesmanreservesthe
rightto refuseany ad, display,or classttied. The
UtahStatesmandisclaimsau liab,lrtyfor anydam•
agesufferedas a resultof anyadvertisement
in this
newspaper.TheStatesmanhas authorityto edrt
and locateanyclassifiedadvertisement
as deemed
appropriate,

LOGl=IIOMES
CABINS,
LARGE
"SHEDS",
etc.
SIDING, DECKING,
RAILING

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES
TOll

1-888-UTAH-MILL

FREE

(1-888-882-4645)

Earn$12001
Fundraiserforstudent
groups& organizations.
Earn
upto $4 perMasterCard
app. Call
for infoor visrtourwebsrte.
Qualifiedcallersreceivea FREE
BabyBoomBox
1-800-932-0528
ext.119or ext.125
www.ocmconcepts.com

~

I

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

♦

Size Ft. Price
1"--31¢
1-1/4"'--42¢
1-1/2"---59¢
2"--85¢
2-112"-69¢

Why rent when you can own YorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car garage,first time buyersprogramavailable.Model
homeat 1800North300 West,Logan
, or call 755·
6699.www.yorkshirevlllage.com

AUDIO RESTORATION& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
HaveAll YourCassettes/8
tracks/LP's
& DArs Digitally Transferredto CompactDiscs. We Offerthe
BEST SOUNDQUALITYAvailablein Utah With
SonicSolutions
NoNoise& CDPre-Mastenng.
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIOEQUIPMENT
Cassette/LP
to CD:$25
DigitalAudioTapeto CD=$30
Cometo the first-everWortdwide
PitchFestivaland
45-78rpmLP's/Strack/Reel
to Reel
pitchyourmovieideato theinternet,whereyoucan
to CD=$35
reachHollywood& the world. The festivalwill be
All duplicatecopies$1Oeach.
heldeachdayfrom2 p.m.to 4 p.m.in the Interactive
ForMoreInformation
CallDave@ 770-2345
or
Loungelocatedat 427 Main Street,Park City for
Email webmaster@spectradesign
.com (Serving
moreinfo.goto
CacheValleySince1976
www.showbixdata.com/pitchfest.com

FREEBABYBOOMBOX

Size Ft. Price
10"-$3.99
12"--5.59
14"-10.98
16"--8.39
18"-12.98

Ft Price

3"---$.69
4"---1.09
5"---2.99
6"---1.99
8"---3.59

• Lengths ThicknessVaries
METALMART
• StructuralGrade

$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-977-1720

000YouthprogramseeksUSUstudentsfor PR
Assistant,FianceDirector,GraphicDesignArtist,
PhotoJournalist.Gainvaluableexperience,
flexible
Hours!Call753-7495
or CharmainebOcc.usu.edu

THE CAPITOL ARTS ALLIANCE
proudly presents

CableCustomers!
Tiredof rate hikes?Geta FREE
Televis1on
SystemToday!Salt LakeCity Networks
Ottered!AndfOfa limrtedtimeFREEbasicInstall.
Call753-3358.

'¼~
Kitlj ~lld '
starring USU Theater Arts

CacheValleyStartersand Alternators,Logan
's
onlyremanufacturer
of startersand alternators.
We
haveour owntowtruck.Call753-1776or stopin at
303NorthMain,Logan

Graduate LEGO LOUIS
as the King of Siam

INSTRUCTION

STEELPIPE

JEWELRY
CertifiedJC Millennium
cutdiamonds
. 88 facets.Call
Joel Nelson collect in SLC 801·278-5230 I
JnelsonO~state.ut.us

Thursday,
13January
2CXXJ,
8p.m.
EllenEccles
Theatre•43
S.Main,
Logan
Call752-0026
forticketinformation

BearRiver rat chi Ch'uanSocietyoffers free
IntroductoryclassesDec.2 & 7, from 5:30-6:30
@ Whittler CommunityCenter 290 North 400
East,Logan. The schoolstudiestraditionalt'al
chi ch'uan Yang style form. Gentlerelaxing
movementsand experiencedteachers combine to lead students on an ancient path of
healingand martialawareness.Call Kayo563-

Exclusively sponsored by
The MARIE ECCLES CAINE Foundation

8272

&

1200E.100 S. LEHI,UT•800-947-0249
Call For FREE Stock/Price

List!

• SoldAs Is - Will Call

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!
TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

01cH
simon

• Earn$30,000
perYear
• NoExperience
Necessary
• WeWillTrain
You

Needbabysitter
in myhomeWednesday
andThursdaymon,ing.CallLisa752-5515

TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

800.727.5865

Personal
Attendant:
Threeshifts morning/night
posi•
lions,7 days/wk.,
1·3hrs/day.$5.25/hr,Helpfemale
In wheelchairw/personalneeds, lifting required.
Musthavephoneand car.mustbe responsible.
CaH
435-787-1088
leavemessage

SUMMERCAMPSTAFFonly fun and energetic
peopleneedapply.Workfor the GirlScoutsof Utah
June7-August20, 2000:waterfront
staff(WSIcerti•
fied)unitleadersandcounselors,
healthsupervisor,
horsebackridingstaff,programstaff, kitchenstaff,
and businessmanager.Mustbe at least18of age.
Roomand boardprovided.Foran application
con•
tact TracyHanksat (800)678-7809,ext. 59. Visit
ourboothat thecareerFairFebruary
8!

800.72.SKUNK • www.simn.com
WANTED:
50SeriousPeople

Earn Extra Money - Work for Census 2000

Utah Jobs for People in Utah

andguaranteed.
FreeSamples.

Census 2000 Is recruiting Individuals to help take the CensusIn communities
across the country. This Job offers flexible hours, competitive pay, and work
cto .. to-home. Most Census field jobs last four to six weeks. We provide
training, ind mileage reimbursement, and we pay our Census taker'sand
crew leaders weekly. The Census Bureau Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
We needyou, so call our toll freeJobtine.

CUnited

states

!888
5

to loseweight.100%Natural

Call toll-free .........Do it now!

1-888-325- 7733

1·888·530-7209

Attendan InformationSession:

www.losewtnow.net

FOR SALE
Brandnew-inbox... INFINTYOVERTURE
2 SPEAK·
ERS,3-wayfloorstanding
with dual 150wait poweredsubwoolers
. Asking$675each,yousave$880
a pair. TheysolJldevenbetterthan theylook,and
theylookGREAT!Will demonstrate.Call
VerloHO:
well435-752-3459
Providence,
after6:00pm.

BusinesscalcuJatorHP 19BII with instructions
$75.00.CallMichelle755·9437after5.

We aretheofficialmerchandisers
forSundance
Filn1
Festivalandwe arelookingfor 2 or 3 energeticpeople to volunteeron-sitein ParkCity. Greatperks,
FestivalJan 19/30.Housingprovided
. Call Debbie
at 753-8254.

Family Student Housing
January

Single __Student Housing

12

8:00 p.m.
January 15
10:00 a.m.
Lundstrom Conference
Center.
1295 E. 1000 N.

January

11

January 12
7:00 p.m. Lundstrom
Conference Center

----

1295 E. 1000 N.

USUHousing& FoodServices

GARAGE SALES
MOVINGSALEOpenon 1/15,9 am,953North350
East,#4 or call752-7656.
MUSTSELLeverything.

WANTED
WANTED 1-2 bedroom apartmentfrom March
throughMay. John792-3191.

FEATURING
"Superior Quality You Expect
,

·

in a Home."

OUR PRICE

$24,995

• Tape& Texture
•Plusdelivery& set up.
• 2x6Walls
• 301 RoofLoad• 5 YearWarranty

CARS & TRUCKS
87 HONDAAccordDX,2dr,HB,mechanically
sound,
$1000obo.Days787-1521
or Eves.757-3999

84 HondaAccord,147Kmi.,4 dr, goodstudentcar.
$1500/obo
792-3827

Quality Wholesale Homes
SINGLES from $16,995
TRIPLES from $44,995

1-888· 720-0060

toll

free

"Your Community Home Center"

HEWLETT®
PACKARC

Recruiting

84 SUBARU
GL.Digitaldash,Sspd, pw,sunroof,inspectionready,greatrunabout.
$750.787-0535.

1760 S. Hilton Dr.
82TOYOTACelica,runsgood,$600obo.787-1798.

.

FORTHE
FIRST
TIMEEVER:
$10,000 CASHBONUS
PLUS$50,000
FORCOLLEGE.
Choose to serve in one of the Army's top-priority
occupational skills, and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn
up to $50,000 in money for college through the
Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army College Fund,
if you qualify.
Find out more about these great Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today. It could be
one of the most rewarding calls you've ever made.

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY.BE
ALLYOUCAMBE:
www.goarmy.com

LOST & FOUND
FolJld:Menssilverringwith inscription.Foundby
EdithBowenElementary
Schoolapprox.12/10/99.
Callto identify755-9861

FOR RENT
Apt.contractMUSTsell-leaving
country.
Pineview-shared
room.1standlastmonthrent paid.
Contactannewrthe@yahoo.com
d interested

FEMALETo sharenewerhouse.NS NP. 2591N
300E.$210.752-6949.

Housemate
Wanted:Share2 bdrmhomew/hottub,
b,gscreentv. Ownroom.Prefergrad/mature
ind. NS
NP.Rent$275/month
+ 1/2utilrt,es.
CallTim O 7531987or emailprimrose@burgoyne.com.

Hewlett Packard seeks resumes
fro1n students wanting to work for a GREAT company !

Send resumes to:

Career Services (USU)
University Inn
4305 Old Main Hill
Logan, UT, 84322-4305

Leasesinglemalebachelorapt.NSNDnearcam•
pus,Applybefore5 pm, 756North600East.
Maleroommate$165/mo.sharedroom.Goodloca·
tion.792-3827

www.usu.edu/-career

Marriedstudents1-bedroomfurn. Availablenow
nextto campusor two femalestudentsNS,ND,NP
752-2466.

SHARED& Pri. Femalecontracts,W/0, AJC,price
neg.Avail.now.752-4870.

Storageunrts6X12, and 12X24fencedwAocked
gate,goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653

Closes: Thurs., January 13
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Complete Haircare (Cuts/styles beginning at $20.00)
Manicures (Natural & Acrylic)
Pedicures (In European Spa Chair)
Facials & Body Skin Care
~e
Professional Make-up

Free Consultations! Call for an Appointmentor Wallein!
1635 North 200 East,North LoSU, lJa,h Ul-41
Pu: (4Jj) 787--0377

Tel: ('43') ?I-SWISS {ffl-9477}

NationalStudentExchange
nowaccepting
applicationsfor academic
year2()()(}2001.Universities
of
Hawaii,Maryland,
Georgia,Maine; OregonStale;
CSULosAngles,Northridge,
SanLuisObispo,VirginiaTech;HunterCollege,NY; justa fewof 150
schoolsto choosefrom. ContactAcademic
Services,TSC302,797-t132.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Needonecreditcourse?Register
for'HowTo Buy
a House'On-line
course
. Formoreinfo797-1558.

PERSONALS
Be a studenthostat the 10thannualCareerFair
heldon Wednesday,
March1. Signupat Career
Services,
GroundLevel,University
Inn. SEEYOU
1
ATTHEFAIR

l!-mail:indulg~wiamlulluce.com

CareerServices
hasa varietyof resources
available
forstudents.Startnelworking
NOWforyourfirstcareerposilion.Seeus in the University
Inn,ground
level.

CAREER NEWS
http://www.usu.edu/career

The 10th annual Career Fair is
coming!
Career fair 2000
Wednesday, March 1, 2000
Taggart Student Center

Make a better impression ...
Sign ui:.2as a Student Host at
Career Services.

Get started NOW at
Career Services, ground level,
University Inn. 797-7777

Graduating
th,syear??? Recrurting
deadlines
start
as earlyas the middleof January.Startyourjob
searchNOWat the CareerServicesOfficelocated
onthegroundleveloftheUniversity
Inn.
Kristen:Met you on the Snowbirdtramon 01/08,
while you were leachingsnowboarding
to your
friend Sorrywedidn'thavemoretime. Let'sget in
touch. Tad (from Atlanta). 770-437-8138.
teepee@mindspring.com
Needonecreditcourse?Register
for'HowTo Buy
a House·On-rine
course.Formoreinfo797-1558.
Wantnextsumme(sjobto relateto yourmajorand
helpyouto geta betterjobattergraduation???
Start
yourinternship
application
processNOW!!
Cometo
the CareerServicesOfficelocatedon the ground
levelof theUniversity
Inn.

STATEWIDE
ADS
DRIVER
COVENANT
TRANSPORT
'Coastto coast
runs'Teamsstart35c·37c"$1,000
sign-onbonusfor
exp.co. drivers
. Forexpenenced
driversandowner
operators
HI00-441-4394.
For graduate
students
1800-338·6428.
START
YOUROWNbusiness!
Setyourownschedule,
Control
yourownincome.
Sellfromyourhome,
atwork,
through
lundraisers.
Be an AvonRepresenlative.
Call
888-942-4053
MEDICAL
BILLING.
Earnexcellent
income!
Fulltraining.
Computer
required.
Calltoll free!800-540-6333ext.
2051

--

#0113,Partnme Cleaning
, 5.50-7BOE
#0545,SalesAssociate,
$6.25/hr
#0305,YouthCounselor,
$8.00
#0527,DaycareAssistanl,$5.15/hr
#0753,FloralDesigner,BOE
#0100,Aidefor PersonwithDisability,$7.00/hr
#1059,Cashier/Cafe
Worker,$5.15/hr
#0532,ElderlyCare,Negotiable
#0624,Trainer/Intervener/Companion,
$7/hr
#0342,Carriersto delivermorningnewspaper,
#0161,DonutFryer,$7.00/hr
#0503,Waitress,
#0427,SalesTeam,$7.00/hr
#1109,PersonalAttendant,$515/hr
#0482,Custodian,
$6.75/hr
#0475,Enumerators/Crew
Leaders,$9.50/hr
#0368,DayCareManager,Negotiable
#0271,MarketResearch,
5.50/hr
#0603,Production
Worker,$7.20/slar
#0718,Production,
$5.15/hr
#0362,Production,
$5.15/hr
#0363,Production,
$5.15/hr
#0385,Cook,Negotiable
#0381,DebateJudge,$30/day
#0186,PreschoolTeacher,
$5.15/hr
#0226,Cert~iedNursingAssistant,$7.15/hr
#0196,Interviewer,
$6·9/lir
#1096,HeavyDutyPackager,
$7/hr
#1106,Equipment
Operator,$7.75/hr
#0690,Sandwhich
Maker,$5.15/hr
#0720,Cook,Negotiable
#0710,CounterPerson,$6.00/hr
#0628,CustomerServiceRepresentative,
$7/hr
#1095, Fosler/Proctor
Care,$500/month
#0472,Night-time
cleanup,$6.50/hr
#0036, LoanAgent,NEG

~Affordable Health And Maternity
Insurance

..•

No Waiting Period!
Doctor Visits Included!
Call 753-]888

#0566,CafeteriaWorker,$7.02/hr
#0571,Maintenance,
NEG
#0567,Janitor,6.00/BOE
#0568,VariousPositions,5.15/hr
#0569,ComputerSalesTechnician,
6.00/+
#0570,InventoryAdministrator,
6.00/+
#0561,Laborers
, GeneralOperators,
#0564,LubeTechnician,
$6/hr
#0563,Agegroupswimimingcoach,$7-8/hr
#0145,Hairstylist,
#0562,In-homeRespiteAide,BOE
#0565,Mover,$15/hr
#0558,FloorPerson,S6-8/hr
#0198,Delivery,S5.25/hr
#0557,Engineering
Tech,
#0556,Mechanical
Drafter,
#0555,HousingAssistant,S7/hr
#0401,OfficeCleaning,S6/hr
#0559,Construction,
negotiable

ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
Fordetailsabouton-campus
jobs,seethejob
boardat TSC106or vistt
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
#C275-00,
Janitor,$6/hr
#C267·00, GraphicDesigner,BOE
#C084-00,
MathTutorARC,
#C397·98,Single Student Housing Resident
Assistant,
#C260-00,
LabClerk, BOE
#C490-98,
DishroomWorker,$5.15/hr
#C096-99,
GrillCook,$5.15/hour
#C367-99,
A-TeamFacilttator,
$5.30
#P280·90,
AnimalCaretaker,
$5.15/hr
#C029-99,
Deliveryand FreightHandler,$5.15/hr
#C242·00,
PropertyClerk,BOE
#C241-00,
Electronics
Assistant,BOE
#C656-98,Econ 1500 (SUCCESS)SI Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C235-00,
Laboratory
Aide,$5.15
#C232-00,
ASDProjectStudentIntern,$6.00/hr
#C665-95
, Geol1100 SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C286·99,Physics1030SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C135-91
, IntramuralOfficial,$6 to $8 pergame
#C225-00,
LabTechnician,
#C265-97
, Substitute
ActivityLeader,$5.50/hr
#C719·95,UndergradTeachingFellow--Music
Technology,
$5.15/hr
#C593-90
, Piano Youth ConservatoryTeacher,
Negotiable
#COS0-94,UndergraduateTeaching Fellow,
$5.15/hr
#,C274·91
, AppliedMusicInstructor,
Negotiable
#C171-95,
NoteTaker,$4.75/hr
#C126-00
, MHR2990Assistant,$5.15/hr
#C366·91,BanquetWaitSlaff,$5.15/hr
#C538-95,
LabAssistant,$7.00/hrBOE
#C124-92, Speech Instructional Assistant,
$5.25/hr
#C208·96,
Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C532-98,
Technical
Assistant,$5.50hlr
#C335-97,
BiologicalTechnician,
$5.15/hr
#C263-95,
Model(ArtClasses),$8.00/hr
#P017-93,
Photographer,
BOE
#C427-98,UndergraduateLogisticsAssistant,
BOE
#P018-93,
Writer,BOE
#C289-00,
Environmental
Engineering
Laboratory
Technician,
$5.70/hr
#C592-97,
LabTechnician,
$6/hr
#C491·98, FoodServicesWorker
, $5.15/lir
#C290·00,ProgramSpecialist,5.751hr
#P140·93,WritingCenterTutor,5.15
#P011·93,
Tulor-Mathematics,
#C168-90,
Tutor-Slats,
$6+hlr
#C169-90,
Grader/Stats,
$5.50+/hr
#P005-93,Grader-Mathematics,
$5.50+/hr
#C113-00,
LabAssistant,$5.15
#CJTT-98,
ComputerLabConsultant,
5.15/hr
#C215-96,
DeliveryPerson,$5.1_5/hr
#C282-00,Research
Assistant,BOE
#C281-00
, Ag/LabAssistant,$6.50/hr
#C745-98,
Laboratory
Technician,
$10/hr .
#C284-00,UndergraduateResearchAssistant
,
BOE
#C285-00,OfficeAssistant,BOE
#C286-00,Graduate
Assistantship
(ME),BOE
#C288·00OfficeAssislanl,$6-7/hr
#C283-00,MechanicalEngineeringAssistant,
BOE

•

•
•
•
•

•
···••►

CALL

us.

EZ Lo,1ns
550 North l'v1c1in,Suite 217 • 7S0-7000

FINALLYA JOB WITH ,
FLEXIBLEHOURS

.

- Are you tired of having to choose between
work and school?
- Do you want a job that will work around
your schedule?
> If this is what you are looking for, give us a call ·
at 753-1303, or stop by 22 East Center St.
and let us help you meet your financial
needs and still succeed in school.
We will even give you time off to take your tests
without any worries of losing your job.

Western Wats is a marketing research
company, (NO SALES) that has you in mind.

AIRFORCE.
GREAT
careeropportunities
available
for
highschoolgrads,
ages17-27.
Plusupto$12,000
enlistmentbonus
1fyouqualify!
Foraninformation
packet
call
1-800-423
-USAF
orvisitwww
.airforce.co
m.

\

UTILITY
TRAILER
MANUFACTURING
plantinRichlield,
Utahis seeking
experienced
industrial
painters
familiar
withHVLPequipment.
Mustbe hardworking
& dependable,Applyat2105S. Industrial
Parkway
orFaxresume
to (435)896-0267.
Interviews
willbe scheduled
forlater
January

General

Laborers Needed

Schreiber Foods, Inc., a world-class food manufacturing company, is
now staffing our Smithfield facilities. Our environment is unique
and allows our employees to participate as tarlners in our company!

OUALIFICATIONS
INC UDE:
High School diploma or equivalent
Excellent Interpersonal Organizational Skills
Acceptable Score on Dexterity and Application Testing
Ability to work 8-12 hour shifts 7 days a week
Drug testing required for all successful applicants

DUALITY
ENVIRONMENT
INCLUDES:

Competitive rates, General Labor, Full-time employement,
Graveyard or swing; complete benefits package; Education reim bursement program; skill certification & preformance incentive pay;
participation in company decisions, goals & objectives.
At Schreiber Foods, we are committed to_quality through a shared
leadership team concept of quality principles and practices. It's not

1ust a job ... it's a career!

Check with Student Employment in the
TSC for application informatio~!

WANTED:
NEWS
WRITER/
Editorforsmalltownpaper
withbigcityideas.Looking
for strong
writerwrthgumptiontogoahertnev.tlolestory.
Sendresume
withwriting
samples
to The Wasatch
CounlyCouner,
525South
Main,SuiteB, Heber
City,UT84032
orFAXto435-654·
2531

NEW!NEW!
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
JOB
OFFERINGS

This
Time
ItCould
SeYour
Turn.

OFFCAMPUS
JOBS
Fordetailsaboutoff-campus
jobs,seethe Job
boardat TSC106or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.

For All Your Insurance Needs ,
Including Stud ent Health
Insurance

258-5572

•Full-time and part-time shifts available
•Vacation, retirement plan, in-plant cafeteria
•Fainily Medical & Dental Coverage.
•Competitive Wages for Students!
•These benefits and others are also available.

E.A. Miller

.

410 North 200 West, Hyrum - (801) 245-6418 ext. 246

